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WE BELIEVE
IN PEOPLE

Negro
Slaves
Remembered

Stop by James Bond Beach in Oracabessa for a
refreshing swim
photos by Candace K. Clarke

Serena Williams, newly crowned Wimbledon Ladies Singles Champion and
' the WTA #1 rated player in the world

SPORTS

by Barry A. McIntosh
Every time they step on
the court together, they are

making history. They are
the two most powerful hit

ters in female tennis. Their
collective star is just,start
ing to rise. They are THE
TWO best female tennis
players on the professional
circuit; just look at the
rankings. They have domi
nated the heavily weighted
white sport of tennis, like
no other African-Ameri
cans ever has... and they’re
sisters. They’re the first sis-

Moving Mountains One Pebble
At A Time------------------ --------------—

Venus Williams, the WTA #2 ranked player in the
world, teamed with her younger sibling to take
home the Wimbledon Ladies Doubles Crown
ters to be ranked 1 and 2.
They’re the first sisters to
reach finals in a WTA tour
event, a feat they first
accomplished in 1999. And
since then, they have the
achieved the unprecedent
ed distinction of playing
against each other in 3
Grand Slam singles finals.
Over the years, other
African-Americans have

had great success as well.
Althea Gibson could
have left a much larger
mark on the tennis world,
but she lived during a time
when opportunities. were
slim, and she forced its
hand time and time again.
She had a late start on the
all white tennis circuit, due

Williams
continued on pg. 16

Wisdom, Wit
& Wonder

| reputation of the greatest
sailing race in the West,
touched the harbors of both
Port Antonio and Montego
Bay, Jamaica. Slated for
June 14-15h, the prestige
and pride the event brought
to Jamaica’s shores was
undeniable, adding to the
air of celebration all
around. Myself, along with
about 10 other journalists
from North America, were
invited to spend a week in
Jamaica, to see the best of
what the land had to offer
Stopping by for a bite to as they hosted the races.
eat, myself and journalist,
what can be said about
Betty Ward, sample some Jamaica?
renowned
fishstew
for its crystal blue beaches,
by Candace K. Clarke
to visit to Jamaica is to dis
Challenger Staff Writer
cover a whole new state of
For the first time,
Jamaica
Americas’ Sail, with the continued on pg. 7
j-

A Bit Of Wisdom

L to R: Deborah R. Green, Deborah Figgs-Sanders, Valerie PendarvisHaynes, Carol White, Deltwaine Holmes, Watson Haynes, Rene Flowers

Coalition and Earth Mission Dancers
photos by Peace Productions & Photography!

With Victorian ele
gance as the backdrop,
Master of Ceremonies,
Amani Channel of FOX 13
News began one of St.
Petersburg’s most distin-

guished events. He welcorned an audience of dig
nitaries, political officials,
candidate hopefuls, reli
gious leaders, corporate
sponsors and many other

well wishers to the First
Annual Fundraising Gala
hosted by the Coalition For
A Safe and Drug Free St.

Mountains
continued on pg. 7

Weekly Challenger welcomes the following new advertisers
Webb’s Bail Bonds, Bob Guckenburger N Partners,
Safety Harbor Neighborhood Family Center, Ahealthylifeforyou.com, House for Rent
Freedom is important. Find out if Webb’s Bail Bonds can help you when you’re in a pinch. Their ad is on page 4. Have
you been wrongly accused by Dilliard’s Department Store? See page 14. The Safety Harbor Neighborhood Family Center
may be looking for you, if you are an experienced choral director. See what they’re looking for on page 18.
Ahealthylifeforyou says they have a Doctor-recommended weight loss program. Check them out on page 18. There’s a
2BRm 1 BA house for rent. See the other amenities on page 18.
The Weekly Challenger appreciates the fact that advertisers spend their precious dollars with us. It is a privilege to offer their services to our readers. And we hope that as
readers, you patronize their businesses since they are investing in a product that is targeted specifically to our communities. As an added bonus to advertisers who put their
trust in the power of The Weekly- Challenger, we want to call attention to them as they begin to appear in our paper.

course most of the . blame
was laid at her doorstep.
She told me' that the socalled uncle.: said she was
around him acting "hot." If
this statement; was not so
frequently used as a
defense it wouldbe lam
basted and lampooned for
the ignorance it signifies.
What does an 8, or 9
year-old child know about
being "hot?" A child who
was still playing with dolls
and stuffed toys, a child
who still thought playing
dress up in her mother’s
clothes was the best of fan.
Though not believed at
first by the people she
counted on the most, she
Was eventually rescued and
in due course the man was
sent to prison. Her rescue
however, did not stop the
snowball that was now
rolling downhill in her life.
I think it is important
at this point to say that this,
is not- a socio-economic
downtrodden family but an
upper-middle class one.
The parents have college
degrees, her sister is a law
school graduate and her
brother has a degree in
electrical
engineering.
Katee graduated in May

Wisdom
continued on pg. 6

Slaves
continued on pg. 8

Judge Dismisses Fired Housing
Official’s Bias Lawsuit
—

by Baheenah Hazika-Zuna

For those of you who
are on the internet, you
probably know how close a
bond you can form with
some of the people you
meet there.
I met my friend Katee
online three years ago this
month in a parent chat
room. She was 15 at the
time and the mother of a 2
year-old little boy, She was
wise beyond her years and
often more worldly beyond
some of mine'
Like most teens she
was in rebellion against her
parent’s authority. The
conflicts she was haying
with her mother and father
Were growing in frequency
arid severity. At one point
she was sent to her grand
mother who lived about an
hour away from het par
ents home. During her stay
there she got pregnant arid
had a miscarriage. She was
saddened but relieved at
the same time.
I used to wonder what
made her so promiscuous
arid' careless in her sexual
dealings with her male
friends. It wasn’t until last
December that I found out
what was at the root of her
troubles.
When she was a little
girl her aunt’s husband had
sexually molested her. Of

by Florence W. Ray
Challenger Columnist
OCALA- A dedica
tion ceremony of a Negro
slave monument, dubbed
"The Healing Stone" by
Pinkney Woodbury, was
held on July 4, 2002 at Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Park in Ocala. The monu
ment inscription reads,
"Negro
Slaves
Remembered 1516 - 1865
- God Bless American Dedicated July 4, 2002"
The well attended pro
gram included Honor
Guard/Pledge
of
Allegiance by the Ocala
Police Department, scrip
ture by Rev. George Lee,
Invocation by Rev. Dr.
Fred Mae weathers, the
moderator of Second

Darrell J. Irions
Maria Scruggs-Weston
by Roger K, Clendening
Challenger Staff Wnter
TAMPA - Without a
jury ever evaluating the
evidence, a federal judge in
Tampa has dismissed a
fired
St.
Petersburg
Housing Authority offi
cial’s race and gender bias
lawsuit, ruling that the
employee failed to prove
she was unlawfully dis
missed nor discriminated
against
The lawyer for Mana
Scruggs Weston, the fired
employee,1 says the case
■should be appealed, con
tending that the judge made
an "error, a mistake," and
accepted "incredulous" tes
timony from authority offi
cials.
Weston, and Catherine
Kyres, her lawyer, say that
an appeal is imminent.
While Weston offered
resolve, Kyres offered jus
tification for an appeal.
"It is certainly my
intent to appeal," said
Weston, the authority’s for
mer HOPE VI Director of
Community Building and

Supportive Services at
Jordan Park. Darrell J.
Irions, the authority’s exec
utive director, fired her in
January 2000 for her
alleged poor1 performance

and failure to meet dead
lines. The authority admin
isters the federally financed
$27-million HOPE VI
redevelopment of Jordan
Park, the oldest and largest
public housing complex in
St. Petersburg.
Kyres, who specializes
in employment law, said
she hopes her client
appeals the court’s decision
to the 2nd District Court of
Appeals in Lakeland.
"The Court," saysKyres, "dismissed Ms.
Weston’s case based upon

Lawsuit
continued on pg. 6
.... ...
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THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best
lead the world from racial antagonism when it accords
to every man, regardless of race, creed or color, his
human and legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no
man... the Black Press strives to help every man in the
firm belief that all men are hurt as long as anyone is
held back.

MEMBER

Southeast Black
Publishers
Association
Inc.
SPABCC

bv Barry A. McIntosh.
General Manager
Few individuals make
a major impact on others
during their lifetime. Even
less accomplish things that
remain in memory after
they pass. Mr. Cleveland
Johnson is an exception to
both. His philosophy was
clbar and simple. One
could not argue about his
focus and how it was the
catalyst that influenced the
vision of countless people
who met him.
Mr. Johnson was an
entrepreneur in the truest
sense. He created a suc
cessful newspaper, The
Weekly Challenger, out of
virtually nothing, and in
doing so he controlled his

destiny, and helped others working for someone else, the success they’ve a- too much spending.
Moreover, a 1997 U.S.
do the same. That is what and buying and spending chieved.
For those of us who Census Bureau report
he preached incessantly; be more than selling has per
in control of your own des petuated some level of sub were not privileged to meet showed that Blacks spent
Mr. Johnson and fully un from .5 — 15% more
tiny. To achieve that sort of jugation.
An
often-repeated derstand his philosophy, it money, on average, than all
freedom, one must sell, and
even more importantly, sell story from those who tried does us well to understand American consumers for
what belongs to them, not as they could to write sto the import of the words, necessities like Food, Tele
someone else’s product or ries for him was his "Black People Must Sell phone, Utilities, Clothing,
service. In other words, response to essentially "go As Well As Buy, Else and Major Appliances.
find yourself a business, sell an ad, and keep your Remain A ‘Beggar Race.’" Another study by the
work it, be successful at it, story." He promoted the This is critically important National Tour Association
and thus dramatically re participation in commercial when we look at this equa showed that the Black fam
duce your dependence up enterprise, controlling your tion from the buying side. ily median income was
on others for support. destiny. In addition, he For example, the National 54% - 65% of white fami
Working for someone else, backed up what initially Urban League reported that lies in the four age groups
and having them control seemed like a harsh request during the decade of the 35.44, 45-54, 55-64, and
your income, has relegated by taking so many under 90s, "African-American 65+. Conversely, the same
many African-Americans his wings and training them buying power increased study reported that a Black
to a beggar race, in some to "sell." This town is filled almost 73 percent." The family earning $30,000 a
cases more severely than with people who took his challenge we face with that year spends as much as a
family earning
others. Nevertheless, as advice, and are forever increase in disposable in white
Mr. Johnson experienced it, indebted to Mr. Johnson for come is the problem with $50,000. No wonder that

Mr.
Johnson
stressed
"Selling" over "Buying."
The net result: a negative
net worth for a significant
majority of African-Ameri
cans when compared to
white Americans with com
parable incomes.
"Cleve," as many af
fectionately called him, is
no longer here, but the
stark reality of our plight
remains. It thus does us all
well to reflect heavily on
what motivated him, his
legacy: "Black People
Must Sell As Well As Buy,
Else Remain A ‘Beggar
Race’," lest we find our
selves failing to heed Mr.
Johnson’s warning issued
out of love and respect for
all of us!
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Letter To The Editor—
A Mother Reacts ——
As a mother of three
and a secular humanist, I
am very pleased with the
court decision regarding
the unconstitutionality of
the Pledge of Allegiance.
Any objective person
would recognize it as such.
For those groaning politi
cians who proclaim that
the court has gone too far, I
would invite them to talk
to my ten-year- old daugh
ter and my eight-year-old
son, who feels uncomfort
able every morning in
school during the Pledge
of Allegiance.
The fact is that the
knee-jerk reaction to

Communism during the
McCarthy era was the
addendem of monotheistic
notations in our currency,
oaths of office and the
Pledge of Allegiance in the
1950's. Acknowledging the
history behind it, and
admitting that our nannas,
grandpas and parents
allowed our civil liberties
to be trampled on during
the Red Scare, will not
make us a lesser country. It
will bring us back to our
roots as a pluralistic
nation--our
Founding
Fathers' intent.
Andrea Lynn Steele

We Welcome Your
Letters To The Editor.
Please Remit To:
The Weekly Challenger
2500 MLK St. So.,
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

The Meaning of July 4th
by Bernice Powell Jackson
Every year my own
tradition of celebrating In
dependence Day is to read
two documents. First, the
Declaration of Indepen
dence, which was the doc
ument dated July 4,1776,
which declared our nation's
independence from Eng
land.
The second is the
speech entitled, "The
Meaning of July Fourth for
the Negro," given by Fred
erick Douglass, the former
slave, and great orator and
abolitionist for Indepen
dence Day in 1852 in
Rochester, NY.
The beautiful words of
the "Declaration of Inde
pendence" and the con
cepts which the words
embody always touch me
deeply and remind me
every year of the vision
upon which this nation was
founded. The troubling

words of Frederick Doug
lass three quarters of a cen
tury later remind me that
we have struggled to live
up to those words from the
very beginning. While we
have certainly made pro
gress since Douglass' time
in living out the words,
"We hold these truths to be
self-evident, that all men (I
would add and women) are
created equal, that they are
endowed by their Creator
with certain unalienable
Rights, that among these
are Life, Liberty and the
pursuit of Happiness .. Z,"
we certainly have a long
way to go to make them a
reality.
Blit one small exam
ple. The author of the
Declaration of Indepen
dence is Thomas Jefferson,
who became the third
President and is perhaps
the most respected Found
ing Father of our nation.

Since those early days of
the Jefferson presidential
campaigns it was brought
out that there were light
skinned slaves who closely
resembled Jefferson on his
plantation and thus there
were rumors that Jefferson
had fathered several chil
dren with a slave woman,
Sally Hemings, who hap
pened to be the half-sister
of his late wife Martha.
Jefferson's descendants ve
hemently denied these
claims, but there was much
oral history passed down in
the families of Hemings'
descendants and we in the
African American commu
nity in Washington, DC,
where I grew up, were well
aware of these ties.
The larger public be
came aware of the story of
Thomas Jefferson and
Sally Hemings in the latter
years of the 20th century,
mostly through the work of

several writers and a DNA
study which showed that,
indeed, in at least the case
of one branch of Sally
Hemings' family, there was
a DNA match with Jef
ferson's family, although
there was no way of prov
ing which male Jefferson
might have been the father.
Descendants of Sally Hem
ings were invited to the
1999 Jefferson family re
union and it seemed that
two hundred years of sepa
ration might finally be
bridged. That might have
been the end to this story
of "the mysterious power
of race" in America, in the
words of the writer Shelby
Steele, as we ended that
century which W.E.B. DuBois had predicted would
be the one in which "the
color line" would be our
nation's biggest problem.
But late this spring the
Monticello Association,

the 700 member organiza The sad fact is that the
tion of the white descen Jefferson family has lost
dants of Jefferson, met and generations of relation
voted 74-6 to exclude the ships with their black
Hemings' , descendants cousins, lost opportunities
from membership in the to be enriched by each
family organization as well other's stories and gifts.
as burial rights at Mon The same might be said
ticello, Jefferson's planta about our nation, which
tion. Said a former presi still has not established an
dent of the Association, equitable relationship with
"Our intent was to kill this its African American part
forever so it doesn't keep of the family. It's a loss for
coming up again." Said us all.
The closing words of
one of Hemings' heirs,
"Nothing's changed in 200 the Declaration of Inde
years, has it?"
pendence still ring true,;
The power of the lega "And for the support of this
cy of slavery is still strong Declaration, with a firm re
in this country. I'm not sure liance on the protection of
that even Frederick Doug divine Providence, we mu
lass, who was so critical of tually pledge to each other
our nation's support of this our Lives, our Fortunes
evil institution, would have and our sacred Honor." But
foreseen its grip on our do we really mean it?
nation nearly 150 years
after its end. The story of
Thomas Jefferson and
Sally Hemings lives on.

Letter To The Editor_______________ ___________
Re: June 27th Baheenah Hazika-Zuna’s Column “What Are They Doing Now”
I struggled with the
best way to address the
June 27-July 3, 2002 col
umn by Baheenah HazikaZuna regarding Mayor
Rick Baker’s tenure as
Mayor of St. Petersburg. It
became clear after talking
with Ms. Zuna on the tele
phone, and accused of
being the woman responsi
ble for everyone wanting
to quit working on the
Midtown Plan (which I
told her I wish they
would), that the only way
to address this column was
head on. The placement of
the article gave credence to
Ms. Zuna’s column when
in fact it was based purely
on her opinion. Therefore,
I thought it only proper to
attempt to contact Ms.
Zuna to share my concerns
with the content of the col
umn, in hopes that she
would welcome factual
information regarding the
Mercy Hospital site and
Midtown Redevelopment
Plan and come back to the
readers with a more accu
rate and balanced assess
ment of Mayor Baker’s
effectiveness
in
the
Midtown Redevelopment
Project. Boy was I wrong.
So here it is!

The column, like many however she failed to men
half-hearted attempts of tion for what. After reading
kissing up to public offi the article one could only
cials was very misleading. surmise we should be for
The article did nothing ever ingratiating because
more than showcase Sister Mayor Baker comes to our
Zuna’s personal bias of the churches and community
impact Mayor Baker has events. Dah! He’s sup
had on the quality of life of posed to, he’s the Mayor of
African-Americans. The St. Petersburg, not just the
column provided no in Mayor for the white com
sight into the real issues munities. She also credited
facing the African-Amer Mayor Baker with not hav
ican community and how ing utilized anger and
effectively Mayor Baker hatred against the govern
ment as a weapon to get
has addressed them.
Ms. Zuna erroneously votes. Neither did I or any
attributed comments made of the other candidates.
on the campaign trail to What’s the point?
In her response to a
Mr. Baker. For example
she attributed comments question regarding a rumor
relating to him talking about the Midtown plan,
about what we (referring to she attributed the Mayor
people of different races with a quote about archi
and ethnic groups) had in tectural plans being drawn
common and trying to for the Mercy site. Yet she
bring opposing factions failed to inquire about the
together," to Baker. As a nature of the plans or how
candidate who participated those plans for the Mercy
in each candidate’s forum site would address the dire
during the primary I know health status of the Afri
first hand there were sever can-American community.
al candidates who made From the quote one would
references to the communi assume we’re to be grate
ty working together. She ful for whatever we get.
In Mayor Baker’s
talked about how Africancomments
regarding the
Americans should offer
praises and gratitude for Doorways Scholarships
Mayor Bakers’ efforts, and the money he helped

raise for that scholarship dren fail to graduate with
program, she failed to standard diplomas, watch
mention the fact that dur our houses be tom down,
ing Mayor Baker’s tenure etc. etc. etc.
he has hired an Education
She goes on to write
Consultant who makes in how happy she is with the
excess of $80,000 to coor way Jordan Park looks and
dinate a mentoring initia how proud she was for the
tive., .which she isn’t do people who live there.
ing that anymore....and on While I don’t understand
another note he has pro what that has to do with
posed to cut 100 jobs.
Mayor Baker, since Jordan
She also wrote about Park is public housing and
Mayor Baker’s experi its operation falls under the
ences delivering Christmas jurisdiction of the St.
baskets to needy families. Petersburg Housing Au
Yet does not expound upon thority under the direction
what relevance this has on of Darrell Irions and anoth
the policies, practices and er group of public officials.
ordinances which impact She makes no reference to
the quality of life for all having talked with the peo
African-Americans resid ple who actually live their
ing in St. Petersburg. All or any mention of how
Black people aren’t needy. they perceive their situa
This comment continues to tion some $62 million dol
reinforce the negative im lars later. She also makes
age public officials portray reference to not being able
of die African-American to imagine anyone not
community in order to con being happy living in
tinue to justify receipt of Jordan Park. Obviously
public funds based on our she can’t imagine, there
demographics, but the fore it really would have
funds fail to yield any sub been nice to have a com
stantive changes on our ment from the people that
demographics. We contin do live there.
ue to get sicker, make less
As journalists, com
money, live in substandard munity leaders, politicians,
conditions, watch our busi parents and children it’s
nesses close, and our chil- incumbent upon each of us

as African-Americans to
share factual information.
It is ingratiating and biased
opinions like Ms. Zuna’s
column on Mayor Rick
Baker which reinforces the
idea African-Americans
should settle for anything
someone
does
for
us....when in fact settling
has earned us the right to
die disproportionately than
most other ethnic groups
from most major diseases.
Harambee to you!
Maria Scruggs-Weston
St. Petersburg
On June 29, 1972,
the NAACP
annual report said
the unemployment
of "urban
Blacks in 1971 was
worse than at any
time since the great
depression of the
thirties." The report
also said that more
school desegregation
occurred in
1971 than in any
other year since the
1954 school deci
sion.
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OPINION

by Fenn Ellery

White Racism: Some...
(Third of five in series)
White children get
potty training, and they get
white racism. Just as they
learn to tie their shoelaces,
and learn about sex and
babies, they learn about
racism. They also get to
feel they are becoming
adults, learning adult
secrets.
This columnist grew
up in this system, and
knows it well. We accepted
it with less effort than was
spent going to Sunday
School. Acceptance was
never a matter of choice, or
exercise of free will.
It was never ques
tioned or challenged in
church, to my best recall.
Hinsdale, Ill., was 99%
White, and the absence of
Black ACTs (American
, Citizen Taxpayers) in
church was just not no
ticed.
A lot of learning, chal
lenging, question-raising,
etc., whs involved over a
number.of decades. It took
assassinations - Dr. King,
JFK, and others - to stir
some thinking. Most im

appear to care, and whites
benefit, and nobody raises
the questions which could
cause some pain concern
ing integrity, values,
morality and ethics, why
rock the boat?
A fourth basic truth:
white racism is actually
weaker than most Black
ACTs perceive. That's
because the decades of
change have been going
by, and nobody has skill
fully used biracial groups
publicly to speak insistent
ly about fairness, justice,
American equality, etc. It
is not about to topple by
itself!
But aren't most Black
ACTs likely to see white
Racism as a Berlin Wall,
Great Wall of China, a
monolith, or something
similar? This column con
tends that Black ACTs tend
to
over-estimate
the
strength of it, and fail to
challenge it properly and
with strength. They will
thus see that they in fact
are not powerless the
effect widespread change,

portantly it took a strong

and all will see that they do

race relations program in'
San Diego County and the
patience and mentoring of
Mr. Carroll Waymon to
make a substantial dent.
Carroll was always
very proud to have Maya
Angelou as his half-sister,
and mentioned her often.
In a decade of seeking I
have never seen a race
relations program in St.
Petersburg or Pinellas
County which "could hold
a candle up" to Carroll s.
Despite a lifetime of ques
tioning and change I will
die a white racist, with
many "head worms" intact.
One basic truth: whites
don’t know 'squat1 about
racism. They (or we) don't
have to. Nobody comes in
our face to ask questions.
The media certainly don't,
and I suspect churches do
rarely if ever.
When was the last time
you saw a thought-provok
ing program on TV: (1) in
prime time, (2) focused on
American Racism and the
racial income gap, and (3)
causing you later to make a,
major change in attitudes?
Another basic truth:
whites go along - Why
not? We accept a dim view
that it is in our best inter
ests, without responsibly
looking for the down side.
We teach our kids not to
lie, cheat and steal - but not
to apply such moral con
cepts to racism.
A third basic truth:
Blacks in general, feel
powerless to care, and
effect widespread change,
and thus appear to not
care. Consequently white
ACTs don’t often "see"
Black ACTs who care
about the racial income
gapSince Blacks

don't

in fact care!
A fifth basic truth: the
bell-shaped curve, and
ministers and media, are
critical to change. A bell
shaped standard distribu
tion curve (from Statistics)
is needed to convey the
spread of all white ACTs
from those with the worst
racial attitudes to the best.
The 10% with the
worst attitudes - particular
ly those brought up with
active racial hate, willing
to commit violence and
still clinging to the
"Confederacy" - seem to
get 90% of the- media

attention. That is an obvi
ous over-statement, but the
10% with the best, most
constructive attitudes are
the starting point.
We all need help. We
can't do it without support,
from Black ACTs, the
media and the faith-based
community. There are a
LOT of white ACTs who
can see the destructive and
corrosive effect of the
racial income gap and sus
tained segregation. Work-:’
ing through that 10% to
broaden it to 20% and con
tinuing to move toward the
majority in the middle of;
the distribution - that i
seems the clear and obvi
ous path.
In closing - I remem
ber "Joe", the single African-American in my high
school graduating class.
Joe was tall, and a pleasant
guy, but with one major
problem. Seemingly his
parents had raised him to
be a Step-n-Fetchit model.
Docile,
friendly-quiet,
almost servile. Never took
part in extracurricular
activity and clubs. (May
also have had to work after
school?)
Joe's parents helped
him to get a good educa
tion, but the system warp
ed him in a way we in
creasingly can see as off
fensive. Today the new
"Challenge Zone" (i.e., the
School Administration jn>;
Largo) knows better, but:
part of this system and pro
cess continues! Low on:
nurturing,.. self-confidence/esteem/concept build
ing, etc.
r
Fenn Ellery, ACT (727) 866-2540. Email:
patnfenn@aol.com.
(The views, expressed by.
columnists
are not necessarily the views ,

on a daily, weekly or occa
sional basis, we need your
help. It’s easy, it’s reward
ing, it’s lifesaving!
Do someone else a
favor and you will be
doing yourself one! We are
confident that if you try it
once, you’ll be back!
For more information,
call Pat Hofstadter at 727573.9444, ext, 291.

Special Call Meeting
Set For All Gladiators
ST. PETERSBURG All Gladiators are invited
to attend a specially called
meeting to completely fi
nalize the plans for the
Reunion Picnic. The picnic
is scheduled for Saturday,
July 20th at Maximo Park
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
‘All Gladiators’ refers
to students who attended
or graduated from Gibbs.
Please feel free to come
out to lend your support

for this year’s reunion. The
meeting will be held at
Campbell Park Neighbor
hood Center - 601 14th St.
So., 5 p.m. Saturday, July
13,2002.
Call Minson Rubin
866-2651
or Rhonda
Jackson 894-6045 if you
have any questions and/or
are just interested in being
a part of this year’s re
union.

Democratic Club
Meeting--------------------ST. PETERSBURGThe South St. Petersburg
Democratic Club's July
meeting will be held on
Saturday, July 13, 2002, at
10:00 A.M. until 11:45
A.M.
It will take place at the
Sanderlin Center, located
at 2335 22nd Ave. South,
St. Petersburg, to be held
in the Sharon Best Room

the second Saturday of
each month, same time and
place.,
Our guest speaker this
month will be Congress
man Jim Davis. Everyone
is cordially invited to
attend. There is no charge
for attending. Light re
freshments will be served.
For more information,
please call Ed Helm at

on the first floor. All future

867-5947.

-

meetings will • be held on
On July 01, 1863,
Walter Francis White was born.

The Challenger

of The Weekly Challenger.
Fenn Ellery, is a resident of
St. Petersburg, and is a mem
ber of AAVREC, the AfricanAmerican Voter Research and
Education Committee, and
CUSP, Citizens United in

There ‘Is 71 ‘Reason‘I’o ‘Read

The Weekly Challenger!

Shared Prosperity

Publix,

COMMUNITY
BILLBOARD

Reading
is Viamins for the Mind

DAYTON ANDREWS DODGE
M-F 8:30-8:30 • Sat. 8:30 to 6:30 • Sun. 11 to 6

22nd Ave. North & U.S. 19
St. Petersburg 727-321-0500
2001 Dodge Neon
enOOR w feQfifr/anr

2001 Dodge Stratus
reg. price $14995

__ 2001 Dodge Intrepid

$12095 * $234/IB“
reg. price $15995

2001 Dodge
Caravan Sports

05*$290/,B“‘
reg. price $19995
*Payment based on 720 Beacon Score, 72 months at 8.9% Interest Rate,
w.a.c., plus tax, tag, title and dealer fees.

THIS &
THAT
(823-6092)
by Mabel Cooper
OVER THE HILL
SURPRISE
B’DAY PARTY
Summer
entertain
ment, b’dates and anniver
saries are obvious, but why
not have a back up plan in
case of rain.
With that said, Nacole
Jones’s hubby Michael
didn’t need one back yon
der on June 6, 2002, when
he threw a surprise b’date
bash in observance of her
30th b’date.
Party site was in
Coquina Key Club House.
Nacole and a couple of
friends went there suppos
edly to pick up a mutual
friend to go to dinner in
Tampa. As they entered the
party room they were met
with a chorus of “surprise,
surprise” to our over the
hill friend. “30” years old
Nacole. My friends, can
you imagine being over
“the hill -at age 30” in our
day?
Since everyone kept
the big secret to them
selves until party time, she
was really surprised.
The club house inside
was very pretty and deco
rative with the 30th b’day
decorations including ballooras. A magpi&eentbuffet that was planned with
great taste and in splendid
variety, and a delectable
b’day cake was catered by
Publix. Music and choice
top shelf drinks were in
abundance. Nacole re
ceived many, many beauti
ful and useful gifts. A gift
certificate and b’date cards
from her family, friends
and admirers who gave
some cards a big weight
with cash.
, It was a most elegant
affair from the decorations
and entertainment to the
food that was served. Fol
lowing the bash, Nacole &
Michael with their three
children on June 17th left
for a week on a family
vacation.
Congrats to Michael
whose b’date was June
23rd.
VFW CELEBRATE
It was the perfect day
... for a perfect cookout ..
with perfect people as
guests ...and a perfect
excellent reason for having

reg. price $1195

$fl995 ■

Area News

Wanted - Volunteers!
Can you spare an hourand-a-half to deliver noon
time meals to those in
need? Neighborly Senior
Services is looking for spe
cial people to provide pre
cious nourishment to
homebound seniors in the
Northeast and Northwest
sections of St. Petersburg
through Meals on Wheels.
Whether you can deliver

July 12, 1:30 - 2:45 p.m. Open to the
public. For more info, call
(727) 553-3450.
• Congressman lim Davis to speak at
South St. Petersburg Democratic Club's
July Meeting, Saturday, July 13, 10:00
- 11:45 a.m., James Sanderlin Center,
2335 22nd Ave. So. Call Ed Helm at
867-5947 for more info.
• Special Call Meeting for All
Gladiators, Saturday, July 13,
5:00 p.m., Campbell Park, 601 14th
St. South. Call Minson Rubin at 8662651 or Rhonda Jackson at 894-6045
for more info.
• Family Budgeting Class, Sunshine
Center, 330 5th St. N., July 23. For
more info, call 461-0618.
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it in the first place.
‘Twas the VFW’s 4th
of July Cookout at their
49th St So Club, starting at
noon.
The members, men
and women invited some
of their family, club sup
porters, and friends, in
cluding this scribe to
come, enjoy and partake of
their succulent bar-b-q
ribs, drummettes, hot dogs,
collard greens, assorted
salads, baked beans, pasta
and all kinds of delicious
desserts. I’m sure I have
missed some of the big
spread but believe me they
were there.
It should come as no
surprise to anyone who
attend and follow the VFW
affairs that the club is
capable of that and also
known as a warm and cor
dial place to visit and
enjoy oneself.
Oh! They are looking
for an experienced bar
tender. Interested? Check
‘um out.
This scribe really en
joyed being there and
especially the soul food.
Thanks Norris.
WE WOULDN'T HAVE
| MISSED -IT FOR
THE WORLD
When the Starlings,
Thad and Lomia give a
party, the whol—1—e thing
can best be described as
together. On July 6, 2002,
they again did what they
do best, hosted an inde
pendence day cookout.
Party site was at their well
kept (yes, you should see
the house and the spacious
surrounding landscaped
ground) home way over
yonder on 65th St. So. I
love to rave about it.
The invited guest.
arrived off and on from 12
noon until 10 p.m. and
they feasted on finger
lickin’, lip smacking’
scrumptuous smoked fresh
hog, turkey, mullet fish,
curry deer and chicken
drummettes, red rice,
pasta, potato and tuna
salad, baked beans. For
dessert were pineapple,
lemon and vanilla pound
cakes. There were assorted
cold drinks to wash it
down.
The day was one of

fun as guest played bid
whist, chewing the fat and
enjoying each other’s com
pany. A special guest at
tending the “big do” was
Robert Williams, a family
member and friend from
Ft. Lauderdale.
sicsic***
THEY VISITED
UNCLE NORRIS
Lydia Brooks and
daughter of New Castle,
Delaware spent the past
two weeks house guesting
with their uncle and aunt
Norris and Mattie Mollay
in their beautiful Tropical
Shore home.
While here they visit
ed Busch Garden, Sal
vador Dali, Disney World
and the VFW 4th of July
Cookout. They also went
sight seeing, shopping and
dining out occasionally
with uncle Norris.
Lydia and daughter,
LaShawn jetted home July
14, 2002 by Delta.
BACK AT HOME
If best wishes and
prayers helps, Mattie Hutley will be fully recovered
from a short stint in St.
Anthony’s Hospital fol
lowing test, etc., for what
was said a ticker attack.
Mattie is optimistic and
hopeful that everything
will be okay. She want
everyone to know she’s
grateful for your concerns
and prayers. She’s resting
at her 26th Ave. So. home
where your phone calls
and visits are welcomed.
AND NOW A
BIT OF HUMOR
A broker sought ad
mission to the pearly gates.
“Who are you”” asked St.
Peter. “I am a wall street
broker”. “What do you
want?” “I want to get in”.
“What have you done that
entitles you to admission?”
“Well, I saw a decrepit
woman on Broadway the
other day and I gave her
two cents.” “Gabriel, is
that on the records?” “Yes,
St. Peter, it’s marked down
to his credit.” “What else
have you done?” “Well, I
crossed the Brooklyn
Bridge the other night and
met a news boy half frozen
to death and I gave him
one cent.” “Gabriel, is that
on the records?” “Yes, St.
Peter.” “What else have
you done?” “Well, I can’t
recollect anything else just
now.” “Gabriel, what do
you think we ought to do
with this?” “Oh, give him
back his three cents and
tell him to go to hell!”
STAY LOOSE!

Microsoft Gives $21,000 To
Crisis Center------------------ —
TAMPA— Last week
the Microsoft Corporation
donated $21,190 worth of
software to the Crisis
Center of Tampa Bay. The
software, which included
20 licensured copies of
Office XP, 13 lisensured
copies of Project 2002 and
4 licensured copies of
Publisher 2002 will be
used to support the pro
grams offered by the Crisis
Center of Tampa Bay.
"This software will
help to bring the Crisis
Center up to date in our
operating systems." said

Dennis Ross, CEO of the
Crisis Center, "We will be
able to save money on
marketing costs by produc
ing more materials in
house with Microsoft
Publisher and Microsoft
Project will help in our
strategic planning and
budgeting process."
Microsoft Corporat
ion’s generous donation
will greatly assist the
Crisis Center in updating
its technology needs.
The Crisis Center of
Tampa Bay is a non-profit
agency with over 400

employees & volunteers, a
budget in excess of $5.5
million and serves over
140,000 people annually,
through eight different
divisions. One of those
divisions is the 2-1-1
Hotline which gives peo
ple access to information
& referral services as well
as crisis counseling 24
hours a day, 7 days a week.
In addition, the Hotline
operates phones on the
Skyway Bridge. Since the
phones were installed, the
Crisis Center has inter
vened and saved 18 lives.
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Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc., St.
Petersburg Alumnae Chapter,
Installs New Officers-------------------------

SERENDIPITY

by Hugh Clay Paulk

Lincoln, The Lawyer
When I grew up in rural Obviously, they were
Tennessee several Civil deeply personal and came
War veterans were still from the heart.
That the saying, "This
alive; two lived on our
street. Lincoln was still too shall pass," comes
from the Bible seems to be
reviled.
a
universal misconception.
My own mother, bom
sbon after the Civil War, At the end of a recent TV
hated Lincoln. She had interview Wynona Judd
heard tales from her moth said: "I am comforted by
er about how Yankee sol that old saying from the
diers came through raping Bible, 'This too shall
women and burning hous pass."'
"This too shall pass" is
es. By the time I got to
high school we were my second favorite old
taught that Lincoln was a saying. It has been a source
great man. Now, in my of great comfort to me
opinion, no greater Amer many times in my life.
My favorite: "First
ican ever lived.
After being fired from things first."
A client of Lincoln's
his job as coach of the Chi
cago Bears, Mike Ditka was in danger for being
told reporters, "Scripture damaged by the testimony
tells you that all things of a witness who claimed
shall pass. This too shall that he could identify an
odor important to the case.
pass."
Lincoln produced a
Scripture does not tell
small
container of liquid
us that.
Lincoln tells us that: "It and asked the witness to
is said an Eastern monarch identify it.
"Kerosene."
once charged wise men to
invent him a sentence to be
"Correct," said Lincoln.
Then he asked the wit
ever in view, and which
should be true and appro ness to identify the odor of
priate in all times and situ the potentially incriminat
ations. They presented him ing substance.
The witness couldn't.
with the words, 'And this
Lincoln knew that for
too shall pass away.' How
much it expresses! How some time after a person
chastening in the hour of smells kerosene, he can't
pride! How consoling in smell anything else.
the depths of affliction!"
Lincoln won another
Please take a moment case by proving that a nail
to re-read those words of driven into a tree always
Lincoln. Could anyone remains the same distance
have expressed those senti from the ground no matter
ments more beautifully? how high the tree grows.

ST. PETERSBURG Taking over the helm of
Delta Sigma Theta Soror
ity in September, will be a
new President, Mrs. Cheryl
Johnson-Tindall.
Cheryl is a graduate of
Florida A&M University
with a master’s degree in
social work. She is the
wife of Nathaniel Tindall
Esq. and the mother of
Natalie and Nathan Jr. She
has been active in the com
munity with Jack and Jill,

Cheryl Johnson-Tindall
Inc., and an active member
of Good Samaritan Baptist
Church and has worked for
the last 27 years at Bay

Pines VAMC as a clinical
social worker.
Other officers who will
serve under her leadership
are; 1st Vice President Nobedine Packer, 2nd Vice
President - Lillie CollinsPhilogene,
Recording
Secretary - Delletra Lee,
Corresponding Secretary Linda
Mack-Bivens,
Treasurer - Ruby Griffin,
Financial Secretary Dorothy Bryant, SergeantAt-Arms - Mary Nelson

and Chaplain - Archie
Ferguson.
Delta Sigma Theta is
committed to providing
and supporting programs
in the Community that pro
motes education, cultural
development, economic
development and humanitarianism. Congratulations
to the new officers and
wishes for a successful
term.

USF Campus Board To Meet July 12ST. PETERSBURGThe University of South
Florida St. Petersburg an
nounces a meeting of the
USF St. Petersburg Cam
pus Board from 1:30-2:45
p.m. July 12 in Davis Hall
130.
This is a regularly
scheduled meeting of the
Campus Board, which
meets four times a year;
The meeting is open to the
public. A copy of the agen

da may be obtained by
calling (727) 553-3450 or
writing to: -University of
South Florida, St. Peters
burg Campus Board, BAY
216, 140 7th Avenue
South, St. Petersburg, FL
33701.
Pursuant to the provi
sions of the Americans
with Disabilities Act, any
person requiring special
accommodations to partic
ipate in this meeting is

asked to advise the agency
at least 48 hours before the
meeting by contacting
Sudsy Tschiderer at (727)
553-1842. If you are hear
ing or speech impaired,
please contact the agency
via Florida Relay Service
at 1-800-955-8770.
Any person who wish
es to appeal a decision
made by the University of
South Florida St. Peters
burg Campus Board with

respect to any matter con
sidered at this public meet
ing will need a record of
the proceedings, and for
such purpose, he or she
may need to ensure a ver
batim record of the pro
ceedings is made, which
record includes the testi
mony and evidence upon
which the appeal is based.
All events are open to the
public.

Family Budgeting Classes
ST. PETERSBURGSingle parents, young cou
ples, or any individual
young or not, regardless of
income, will find their
dreams do come true for
those who plan and budget.
First-time homebuyers or
anyone
may
attend
Community Service Foun
dation's three-part Family
Budgeting class to learn

money management and
budgeting skills.
Taken in sequence, par
ticipants set goals, prepare
their own monthly budg
ets, and practice skills to
stick to their budget plan.
The class is designed to
prepare participants for
CSF's Getting A Mortgage
class and to become a
homeowner. The class is

approved for St. Peters
burg's WIN program, a
homeownership and down
payment assistance pro
gram.
The class and materials
are free of charge, although
registration is required.
Participants attend three
class sessions at the
Sunshine Center, 330 5th
Street North, next to

Mirror Lake Library.
Glasses in St. Petersburg
are scheduled on July 23,
Aug. 6 and 27, from 7 to 9
p.m. All three sessions
must be attended to receive
certificate. To register, or
for a class schedule, dates,
times, locations, or direc
tions, call (727) 461-0618.

CADILLAC SEVILLE & DEVILLE

HIRES
There are many kinds of people in the world, but
only two types of souls. There are cowardly souls and
the courageous soul. The cowardly soul fails at every
thing he gets his hands on, and never sees anything to
the end. On the other hand, the courageous soul
endeavors to persist because he has the fortitude to
endure and the determination to fulfill the desired
goal.
Courage and morals are key humanistic qualities
for pursuing a great spouse, graduating from medical
or law school, winning an Olympic gold medal, or
improving ones’ economic status.
Without courage, man is nothing more than a wild
animal, and will continue to live a dangerous life
unable to free himself from the animal cage in which
he lives.

Please Support Our Paper By
Patronizing Our Advertisers!
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If you think
there might
be a warrant ■
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READER'S
CHOICE
by Tangela Murph
the word says, “my people
are destroyed for lack of
knowledge. Because you
have rejected knowledge, I
also will reject you.”
(Hosea 4:6) So lets not be
ignorant. Lack of knowl
edge will cause us to lose
or suffer rejection every
time, in every area of our
lives. I highly suggest that
you read and absorb this
masterpiece, so when Mr.
Man shows up you will
keep your head, keep your
standards, reap the benefits
and become that Irresist
ible Woman.

Christian
Secrets of an
Irresistible Woman
Girlfriends, listen up.
Author Michelle Mc
Kinney Hammond, dishes
up the real lowdown on
how this thing called the
pursuit of love should go.
This is the real nitty-gritty
the way God serves it up.
That’s right, the Spiritual
4-1-1 on this romance
business - for your consid
eration and hopefully, your
consumption.
Are you finding dead
ends on the highway to
true love. If you’re among
those who find themselves
Children
a bit confused about how
Bad Bov
this thing called love is
An award winning
supposed to work and writer of fiction, non-fic
who’s supposed to do what tion poetry for young peo
in a relationship, don’t ple and a five time winner
fret! •
of the Coretta Scott King
Learn all of the secrets Award. Walter Dean Myers
that make a woman irre as a boy was quick-tem
sistible to the man who's pered and physically
worth marrying. Do you .strong, always ready for .a
want to discover your own fight. He read voraciously,
value? Do you want to see he would check out books
what true love looks like? from the library and carry
Do you want to become them home, hidden in
the woman you were creat brown paper bags in order
ed to be, and get the love to avoid other boys teas
you deserve? If so, then ing.
He aspired to be a
this one’s for you. writer. But growing up in
Interesting
chapters a poor family in Harlem,
include:
his hope for a successful
• Stop playing with future diminished as he
daisies
came to realize fully the
• Protect your Jewels
class and racial struggles
• Know who loves ya, that surrounded him. He
Baby!
began to doubt himself and
• Know if he’s the one the values that he had
• Master the art of always relied on, attending
housekeeping
high school less and less,
• Master the art of turning to the streets and
cooking
his books for comfort.
• Mind your own busi
A story that is grip
ness
ping, funny, and ultimately
• A woman Of Spiritual unforgettable, Walter Dean
Principle
Myers travels back to his
• Study Guide
roots in the magical world
Ladies, this book of Harlem during the
emphasizes the importance 1940’s and 1950’s. This
of realizing your own author is one of the
worth. Many women today strongest voices in young
have put themselves on
people’s literature today.
sale, lowering their value
along with their standards,
These books are avail
settling for less than the
able at: Readers Choice
best. More often than not,
Books
and
Gift
some women embrace the
Expressions, 4301 - 34th
philosophy that anything is
St. So., Suite 102 (Maxi
better than nothing. We all
Mall), outside storefront,
know that tjiis is what hap
next door to the nail shop.
pens when a woman has no
Open 7 days a week, 867idea where she is going or
3696.
what she is entitled to. As

Avoid the embarrassment of being

ARRESTED!
• Easy Payment Plans
• Collateral not always needed
• Free Bond Advice

12500 Ninth Street South

“You never kick a man
when he’s down. Do whatever you
CADILLAC CTS

CADILLAC ESCALADE

pre-owned imports

.(727) 322-0664

I
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L

can, great or small, to help
him to his feet again.”

CADILLAC - LAND ROVER - ROLLS-ROYCE - BENTLEY - LOTUS
24 Hours A Day |
365 Days A Year ■

.J

LiS 19N, Clearwater
240 Third Street South, St. Petersburg
(800) 300-8988 www.dimmitt.com njohnson@dimmitt.com

-- Cleveland Johnson
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BUSINESS
THE
IN

BLACK
by Janet Manuel- Atwater
Many times in my con and if others in the com
tact with members of our munity felt the same way,
community, I’m reminded it dawned on me that
of the Jan6t Jackson lyric maybe he was right.
that says, "What have you Maybe we had lost our
done for me, lately?" I had connections within the
a person, I guessed to be community, but only
between the age of 21- 29 because the community
say to me that our family’s had changed, we hadn’t.
business hadn’t done any
After nearly fifty (50)
thing for the neighbor years of our family strug
hood. This person was not gling to maintain a busi
saying this jokingly and ness, an African-American
was seriously holding me owned business, in an anti
in contempt for a perceived business environment, this
lack of connection between young person had summed
our business and the com up his perceived fault-find
munity in which it’s locat ing, to be our lack of
ed. I was surprised and involvement. What it real
mortified. I could not ly amounted to, though,
believe that this person, was his lack of knowledge.
who knew our history in He really didn’t know us or
the business community, any of the 30 or 40 other
could actually have such a businesses like ours. He
misconceived perception didn’t know about the
of our involvement with countless mornings when
the community. As I pon as we try to get open,, peo
dered how that came to be ple come begging for food,

with no money. He didn’t someone’s home. All the
know about the food we’ve fifty cents and dollars that
given families that lose have been handed to those
love ones and have no that promised to pay it
money for the funeral, back and never did. I’m
least of all food to feed the sure he lost count, as we
mourners afterwards. He have, of all the workers
didn’t know about the hun who would have come
dreds of wrapped presents through our doors, work
my mother-in-law takes to ing for a day or an hour
church each year to give never to be seen again,
out to "her babies". He did even though they had so
n’t know about the thou pitifully come begging for
sands of dollars we’ve work, just a few hours or
spent in church ads, foot days before. Our culture
ball ads, youth group ads teaches humility and so
and others that never gen many of the things we do,
erate any new business. He we don’t boast about. But
couldn’t know about the if that young man’s version
hundreds of papers our of doing nothing, is what
aunt has written for others we’ve committed to do
to help them get their over the last fifty years,
degrees. He doesn’t know some one tell him, we hope
about the miles my hus to be here, along with 30 or
band has put on his vehicle 40 more like us, in the
picking workers up, taking neighborhood, doing no
them home and still paying thing for another fifty
them a descent wage. He years.
You may email com
can’t know about the hours
ments on this column to
spent in prayer, offering
jmatwate@hotmail.com
words to encourage the
(The views expressed by The
disheartened that life is Challenger columnists are not
valuable and worth the necessarily the views of The
Weekly,
Challenger.
Janet
effort.
Atwater has a BA in English
Fifty years is a long Literature from USF and has
time, so he probably lost taught reading for three years at
SPC. She is co-owner for the past
track of all of the times we
twenty-five years of American
gathered clothing to take to Sunday Plate Catering.)
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Deadline For All Ads And
News Is 4:00 P.M. Monday
Please E-Mail To:
tchallen@tampabay.rr.com.
Nexus - Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials - Menders
Revlon - T.C.B. - Bantu

Hires
Hairstyling
3427 11th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Telephone: 323-8649

VllliWfMinium
M-F 8:30-8:30 * Sat. 8:30 to 6:30 • Sun. 11 to 6

West Nile Virus
Update------------Today at the University
of Florida/Pinellas County
Extension, 12175 125th St.
N., Largo, from 7 a.m.
until 1 p.m., in auditorium
A, entomology experts
from the University of
Florida, Pinellas County,
and the Florida Bureau1 of L
Laboratories present infor
mation about health issues
associated with the West
Nile Virus. Subjects dis
cussed during the day in
clude screening and collec
tion, mosquito surveillan
ce, and treatment in Pinel
las County, protecting ani
mals, human health issues,

serology, and research at
Florida Medical Entomol
ogy.
Registration is $20.00
and includes materials. To
pre-register and for more
information call (727) 5822456.
The Pinellas County
Extension, part of the na
tion-wide land-grant uni
versity system, serves as a
bridge between the re
search from the University
of Florida to the local com
munity through interpreta
tion, demonstration, and
implementation of knowl
edge.

Immaculate Conception Early
Childhood Center - Pre-K Graduation-

Ms. Williams and Ms. Ford Class 2002

Mrs. Davis and Mrs, Lewis Class 2002
mas.
Cheyanne Homickle
The teachers were:
• 2nd row: Markeith
Mrs. Barbara Davis, Ms. Williams, Robert Posley,
Brenda Ford, Mrs. Cynthia Alexis
Harris, Alexa
Lewis and Mrs. Diane Swain, Justice Simon, Deja
Williams. Reverend Father Craig, Destiny Collier, and
Callist Nyambo, school Andrew Baker
administrator, and Ms. Rita
• 3rd row: Alicia Ve
Jackson, school director, lazquez, Ayanna Pennywere also in attendance. A well, Ejaya Okuleye, Jareception was held for the quayla James, Sacaree
graduates and their fami Wright, Sidney Harden,
lies following the program. Alicia Granville, and
Room 7-Mrs. Davis Antwan Baynard.
and Mrs. Lewis Class:
. Room-8 Mrs. Williams
• 1st row: Tyree Wil and Ms. Ford Class:
cox, Xaviear Scantling,
• 1st row: Caitlin
Delvin Glover, Johnesha Skinner, Daylan Perkins,
King, Frederick Stewart, Terrance Johnson, Acey

ST. PETERSBURG On Saturday, June 1, 2002,
Immaculate Conception
Early Childhood Center
held its annual pre-k grad
uation program at the
school’s cafeteria.
The program featured
forty-eight students adorn
ed in red caps and gowns.
The children performed re
ligious skits, recited Bible
verses, nursery skits and
songs, cultural poems and
creative dances. With great
cultural pride, an overflow
audience watched as the
children performed and
then received their diplo-

Clarkson, Dennisia Pugh,
D’Andre McIntyre, An
tonio Feacher, and Lorenzo
Bourroughs
• 2nd row: Maurissa
Wheeler, Jaire Armstrong,
Chanyce Williams, An
tonio Miles, Vistor Moten,
Erica Wells, Angelica
Sheppard, Kayla Hall
• 3rd row: Amani
Stewart, Evan Samuel,
Imani Hill, Imari Hill,
Destanee Raymond, An
drea Garcia, Chelsea
Hooker, DeRon Persha,
and Amani Andrews.

On June 30, 1926, James Weldon Johnson was honored for his careers as an
executive of the NAACP, a member of the United States Consul,- editor, and
poet by the NAACP in New York City.

Office Depot offers

Office depot

many ways for you to
record music, data,
and photos at a price
that’s right for you.

What you need. What you need to know;

Stop by your local
Office Depot today.

maxell

Recording Options... for Every Budget

22HDflWLMRTH&U.S.19
ssttrAMfer ST. PETERSBURG 121-321-0500
mwmw

‘96 Mercury Sable
Was $8,995

‘9 4 Chevy 1500 P/U
Was $9,995

Now $4,890

Now $6,862

‘97 Ford
Thunderbird
Was $9,995

Now $6,934

‘99 Ford Taurus
Wagon
Was $12,995

‘99 Chevy S-10
Pick-Up
Was $11,995

Now $7,500

Now $7,517

‘00 Plymouth
Breeze
Was $12,995

‘9 6 Dodge Caravan
Grand SE
Was $12,995

Now $8,896

Now $8,922

‘00 Ford Ranger
P/U
Was $13,995

‘98 Chrysler
Sebring
Was $13,995

Now $9,569

Now $10,369

Now $10,477

‘01 Dodge Stratus
Was $14,995

‘t11 Dodge Intrepid
Was $16,995

‘98 Ford Explorer
Was $16,995

Now $10,961

Now $11,155

Now $12,295

‘01 Dodge Van
Was $15,995

‘00 Chrysler
Sebring Conv.
Was $17,995

‘01 Dodge Dakota
Club P/U
Was $17,995

Now $12,969

Now $13,845

,g 9 Dodge Durango
Was $19,995

‘01 Dodge 1500
Pick-Up
Was $19,995

Now $12,918
‘00 GMC 1500 P/U
Step Side
Was $17,995

Now $13,945
‘99 Dodge Durango
Was $20,995

Now $15,955

Now $14,957

‘99 Dodge Stratus
Was $12,995

Now $7,863
‘97 Dodge Pick-Up
Was $13,995

Now $9,525

A. CD-R 50-PK
700MB, 80 minute capacity.
Archival life for up to 100 years in the
proper storage environment.
247-698

|Tioypj|

B. CD-R MUSIC SPINDLE 30-PK
Holds up to 80 minutes of music
for your next trip.

-- Martin Luther King, Jr.

144-672

‘96 Chevy 2500
Pick-Up
Was $13,995 '

Now $15,118

01 Dodge Grand
Caravan Sport
Was $20,995

‘01 Dodge 4x4
Quad
Was $27,995

Now $16,373

Now $21,541

How the Presidency Was Won?

"Hatred and bitterness can never
cure the disease of fear; only love
can do that.
Hatred paralyzes life; love har
monizes it.
Hatred darkens life; love illu
mines it."

C. MAXELL8 CD-R PRO SERIES
WITH JEWEL CASES 10-PK
coated and scratch resistant.

3600 -18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
Ask for Tony
20 years experience in Hair Care
as Barber and Beautician

SAM'S BEAUTY SALON
Open:

Monday * Tuesday * Saturday

*19

700MB/80-minute capacity. Triple

SAM’S BEAUTY SALON
(727) 322-0024 • Cell (727) 542-2189

787-291

99

Office
DEPOT

fefjCitV of
Ski Hope

FREE

Office Depot BrandJewel Cases
2-PK with Purchase

I
8
1
«
1
I
*

I

FREE Office Depot 8rand Jewel Cases 12-PK offer good .
with the purchase of Maxell CD-R 50-PK, Maxell Music
CD-R 30-PK. OR Maxell CD-R Pro Series 10-PK (247-698,
144-672, OR 787-291). Present this coupon at time of
purchase. Limit one coupon per customer/item. Quantities
limited. Sorry, no rainchecks or substitutions. Valid for
in-stock items only. Offer expires 7/17/02.
Coupon redeemable in store only,

Office

depot

Different schedules... Different ways to shop:

i

"Here's how your President was elected: In the year leading up to the Presidential election,

FREE Next-Business-Day-Delivery

Low Price Guarantee

Order by 5 p.m. local time, and your order of $50 or

Buy with confidence. Our $12 billion buying

more will be delivered FREE the Next Business Day

means guaranteed low prices every day. Plus, our

(in our local trading areas). Deliveries outside of our
local trading areas will he assessed a delivery charge

limited time special offers means we can pass even
greater savings on to you. In fact, if you find the same

based on the total weight of the order (minimum
charge of $5.95). Please note: fax orders must be

product advertised for less at any other office product

received by 3 p.m. to duality for FREE Next-

well match the price! Instantly! (We reserve the right

<1-888-463-3768) i

Business-Day delivery. Sorry, special orders are not

to limit quantities; of course ad errors, close-outs,

FAfc 1-800-685^010 i

available for delivery in Alaska or Hawaii.

clearances, and Internet offers do not qualify.)

QiSsg
Ba

IK

Katherine Harris and Jeb Bush removed tens of thousands of citizens from the voter rolls. Harris
claimed they were felons - but almost none were - though 54% were guilty of being African-

supplier—even up to 7 days after your purchase —.

American...."

www.officedepot.com > visit us on the Web and shop > 1 -888-GO-DEPOT
From the Book, The Best Democracy Money Can Buy - excerpted in last month’s Harper’s

5

Prices and offers good to 7/11/02 through 7/17/02 (unless otherwise noted). Some products and offers may be available In store only.
’.4/'/

Quantities limited to in-stock items only. No rainchecks or substitutions.

’ »
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RECOLLECTIONS

Pinellas County Urban League’s
Project Success Graduation Ceremony

U by Frances Pinckney

Mini Series:
Strong
Commentary
“For how can a tyrant rule
the free and the proud, but
for tyranny in their own
freedom and a shame in
their pride.” Kahlil Gibran
This quote came to
mind as I watched the tele
vised mini-series Mama
Floras Family based on a
story by the late renowned
author Alex Haley. Vivid
recollections of my life in
the rural south during seg
regated times came to
mind. I recall several
“Mama Floras” in our
small close knit communi
ty; my mama topped the
list.
White folk with the
notion that they were supe
rior to blacks and had the
right to rule them did not
alter the feelings of pride
and self-worth of my
Mama Floras. Sure they
“yas suhed” and “yas
ma’amed” - “wore the
mask that grinned and
lied”. But behind that
mask were determined,
strong women whose pri
orities were to keep their
family intact and get a
good education for their
children. Like Mama Flora
in Haley’s story, they were
bold in demanding good
manners, self respect, re
spect for others and a good
work ethic from their chil
dren. These strong women
made in your face interfer
ence in their children’s
lives; made “meddling” a
good thing. “I am butting
into your business ‘cause I
care” was the motto of
these meddlesome mamas
who counteracted a lot of
destructive behavior and
directed their children
toward a better life.
Sometimes the med
dling and interference did
not work and trouble got in
the way but my Mama
Floras’ did not give up.
They were right in the
midst of things praying,
encouraging and lending
support with a little tough
love thrown in for good
measure. Especially to the
young men who bore an
extra burden of devious,
mean and cowardly tricks
by whites to make a black
man feel less than a man.
Their cruel and inhumane
treatments
of blacks
should have indeed made
them feel shame in their
own pride.
During
the
Civil
Rights Movement, the
ministers in my communi
ty became strong in leader
ship with the women lend
ing strong support; raising
money with fish fries and
chicken dinners for the
cause. In May 1956, the
Bus Boycott began in my
hometown, Tallahassee.
My little rural neighbor
hood located ten miles
south of Tallahassee par
ticipated. I recall some
retaliation by law enforce
ment. Some ministers were
stopped and harassed and
one arrested on their way
to my father’s funeral in
June of that year. All of

the black preachers and
their congregations in
Tallahassee and surround
ing vicinity united in a
common cause and were
motivated by the historic
bus boycott which began
in Montgomery Alabama
under the leadership of
Rev. Martin Luther King,
Jr. And of course we know
that Mrs. Rosa Parks, a
seamstress and member of
the local NAACP was the
catalyst in the Mont
gomery Bus Boycott. She
refused to give up her seat
on the bus to a white per
son (a requirement under
Jim Crow Law) on
December 1,1955 and was
arrested.
A mdst poignant scene
of the movie was when
Mama Flora put on her
Sunday-Go-To-Meeting
suit and hat and walked'
into that Diner with the
issue of integrating that
lunch counter on her mind.
Never mind the name call
ing and that little snot
nosed white boy who
dared to try to pose a threat
to this strong minded
woman. Ah, but when she
turned and told him that
she nursed him - gave, him
her milk when he was a
baby, should have been a
light bulb moment for this
boy. And I suppose it was
if the boy had any brain at

all.
I don’t recall any of
the women in my commu
nity actually getting physi
cally involved in integrat
ing the lunch counters, but
they were strong in fund
raising; lots of money was
needed to get the students
at A&M College out of jail
who participated in the SitIn Demonstrations. Black
colleges all over the coun
try participated in sit-ins.
Thousands were arrested.
My friend Sam, a student
at Morris Brown College
in Atlanta, in the sixties
was among those students
who participated in the SitIn Movement.
“Mama Floras” are'
showing their strength and
clout in the community at
large in this city. I applaud
all of those grandmas who
are raising their grandchil
dren and keeping the fami
ly together. (One of my sis
ters raised two of her
grandchildren to keep
them out of foster homes;
she’d raised 10 of her own)
Teachers, social workers,
mothers of the church,
sorority sisters (my friend
Emma Cavin comes to
mind), black women from
all walks of life are
involved in helping the
youth in this community to
strive for excellence in
education and life.
Haley’s story about
Mama Floras family is a
strong and positive com
mentary about the strength
of the black family.
On
June 26, 1934,
W.E.B. Du Bois
resigned from his
position at the
NAACP in a dis
agreement over
policy and racial
strategy.

Project Success Class of 2002

Peggy Peterman

Project Success Class of 2002 with Joseph LeBas,
Instructor (far right) and Barbara Oliver,
Instructor’s Assistant (right)
The Pinellas County Urban edthe' school year had outLeague’s Project Success standing improvement in
Alternative School held its academics, attendance and
17 th annual promotional behavior.
exercises at Lakeview
Elder Peggy Peterman,
Presbyterian Church on a retired writer for the St.
Tuesday, June 4,, 2002. Petersburg Times was the
Parents, family members, keynote speaker who
advisory members, com delivered an inspiring and
munity supporters and challenging
message
Pinellas County Urban which encouraged the stu
League staff were in atten dents to strive for moral
dance. The affair which and academic excellence.
was held in honor of Elder Peterman’s message
Project Success students was profound and captured
who successfully complet- the hearts and minds of

Kelthia Collier
everyone listening.
The fourteen (14) stu
dents who were promoted
will put their newly
acquired survival skills to
the test when they return to
their assigned schools in
the fall. The class members
are: Paris Bunch, Kelthia
Collier, Precious Davis,
Vemell Ferguson, Arica
Goddard, Elisa Green,
Joshua Griffin, Chiquita
Hines,
Reshawno
Johnson, Kalonji Lester,
Antoine Lindsey, Jamaal
Love, Sierra Scott, co

Lawsuit

from pg. 1
her failure to prove a claim
which she never filed.
"This is tantamount to
an employee claiming age
discrimination having his
case thrown out because he
failed to prove pregnancy
discrimination," Kyres-told
The Challenger in an inters
view this week.
Weston, an AfricanAmerican woman who
lives in St. Petersburg,
sued the authority, claim
ing that her dismissal was
illegally motivated by her
race and gender, and her
complaints to Irions and
other managers qf discrim
ination against her, and
improper billing by Great
er Miami Neighborhoods
Inc., the authority’s "pro
gram manager" of the
HOPE VI project.
Earlier this year, with
construction and social
service programming at
Jordan Park still incom
plete, and still needing a
"manager," the authority
and GMN parted ways
after a legal battle over
payment on GMN’s con
tract. GMN’s reported con
tract was for $1.8-million.
Moreover, Weston’s
lawsuit alleged she was
subject to disparate treat
ment because her race and
gender resulted in her
being paid less, disciplined
differently, and receiving
less training than "similar
ly situated employees,"
according to court records.
Weston wants a jury to

hear the evidence and
believes the court should
order damages, changes in
the way the authority treats
its employees, and rein
statement to her $43,000 a
year job in Jordan Park.

fight no more to vindicate
myself from the gross
injustices carried out" in
her dismissal by the
authority, Weston told the
Challenger.
Weston, Florida’s first
Kyres says her client
Black female investigator
produced "substantial" evi-s with the Florida Depart
dence, in the form of docu ment of Law Enforcement,
ment, affidavits of other said the resultant emotion
workers, and sworn testi al and financial turmoil
mony, yet "the Court did from her termination and
not evaluate Weston’s evi lawsuit against the authori
ty is what she views as "the
dence."
"Instead, it accepted intent when private citi
disputed, incredulous testi zens who rely on their
mony
by
Housing hard-earned income to sur
Authority officials," says vive, go against those who
use and abuse the public’s
Kyres. "This was error."
As an example, Kyres trust and hard-earned
noted the court’s having finances to destroy the pro
ruled that Weston did not fessional credibility of
prove she had to work in a those from this community
"hostile working environ who dedicate their profes
ment" at the authority yet, sional and civic lives to the
Kyres says, that is a claim improvement of the Afri
Weston "never" alleged in can-American communi
her complaint.
ty-"
"The remnants of slav
Weston was entitled to
have a jury "believe or dis ery are alive and well in St.
believe" the different "sto Petersburg," she maintains.
ries" sworn to under oath "You divide and conquer
by authority officials those Blacks that you can
regarding her termination,? and you lynch the rest."
The authority issued
Kyres maintains.
"Unfortunately," she the following terse reac
to
Judge
pointed out, " when a judge tion
makes .a mistake like this, Kovachevich’s favorable
it gravely affects Weston’s judgment:
"While we are certain
life."
"Hopefully, she will ly pleased with the judge’s
have enough energy and ruling in our favor, we
financial support to appeal wish Ms. Weston all the
best in her endeavors,"
the decision."
"While I am emotion Irions said through author
ally and financially drain ity spokesperson, Julie
ed, I will fight until I can Williamson.

Accept 'WonAenA &wtfren&atii04t’ &

RElfet

We Specialize Also In:
Weight Loss Body Wraps
• Lymphatic Facials
• Sports Massage
• Carpal Tunnel
• Fibromyalgia
H.T. Wellness & Massage Center
NEUROMUSCULAR MAS SAGE
NUTRITION & RELAXATION MASSAGE

328-7600
3727 Central Avenue
LIC. #MM005879
FAX 328-8869

valedictorian, gave the
class speech, and Brittany
Williams, co-valedictorian,
recited a poem.
Other participants in
the event included Mildred
Reio who sang a musical
selection; Joseph LeBas,
classroom teacher; Barbara
Oliver, teacher’s assistant;
Robert Sheppard, coun
selor; Althea Hudson,
Pinellas County School
Dropout Prevention super
visor; Dorothy Raver,
coordinator, and James O.
Simmons, President and
CEO of the Pinellas
County Urban League.
Project Success is
designed to help young
sters ages 7-17, who may
be at risk of falling behind
in school, dropping out of
school and/or becoming
juvenile
delinquents.
Program services seek to
strengthen family life,
encourage school partici
pation and provide social
interactions that will pro
duce socially acceptable
and law-abiding behavior
in the students. The
Pinellas County Urban
League along with its part
ners, the Pinellas County
Schools and the Juvenile
Welfare Board collectively
sponsor the program.
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Wisdom from pg. 1
2001 with straight A’s from
a private academy. How
ever all the privileges that
monetary security brings
was not enough to save
Katee from the demons
that had invaded her life
and soul - her spirit.
She had her first abor
tion at 12 and her first
child was bom at 13. As I
previously stated she had a
miscarriage at 15, another
abortion at 16, a second
child at 17, and a near fatal
suicide attempt at 17 _. If it
hadn’t been for the abor
tions and miscarriages,
she’d now have six chil
dren. Yes, six.
I got an email from her
sister on Sunday June 23.
Katee had another miscar
riage that weekend but this
time she did not know she
was pregnant. There was
so much internal bleeding
that she was comatose and
on a respirator. At 18
years-old Katee was fight
ing for her life because
some grown man said she
was acting "hot" at age 8.
Has all sense of decen
cy been lost in the Black
community? Have our
people totally given up the
fight for our children and
our children’s lives? Have
abnormal sex practices
become the norm for us?
Mothers, you have a
right to have men in your
home but make sure it is
safe for them to be there. If
your child, boy or girl
comes to you about any
thing concerning a male
relative, family friend,
your current boyfriend,
gentleman caller or even
your husband, listen to

your child. If your intu
ition is working overtime
then watch for signs and
ask
some
questions.
Benign neglect can be
lethal.
The act of molestation
alone is going to destroy
something in your child’s
life that will never ever be
recaptured. If you then
choose to side with that
man against your child,
you will have sabotaged all
hope for any kind of nor
mal life ever again.
It may be hard to
accept accusations against
a man you respect, love or
admire. If you can, just for
a moment, try to put your
self in the child’s shoes.
Most importantly get
counseling for the child,
for you and any other fam
ily member that may be
affected. Please don’t be
fooled into thinking that
the scars from this type of
abuse will "diminish with
time." Time does not and
will not heal this wound.
Katee is doing better
and has been taken off the
respirator. The doctors
recently performed the
hysterectomy they said
was needed in order for her
to regain her health. She is
expected to make a full
recovery - physically.
Emotionally she will still
have to live with the
results of the actions per
petrated upon her so long
ago. She will still have to
live with the results of
what her pain has caused
her to do to herself.
Hopefully, she will
still
want
to
live.
Harambee!

On July 04, 1900, the. famous trumpet playerjand, musician,
Louis "Satchmo" Armstrong was born.

r

Front Porch
Community

You have the power to control
DIABETES right in your hands.

Bettye Burnette-Scott, R.N., M.S.
Program Coordinator

KNOW THE WARNING SIGNS:

Diuretic symptoms - the frequent urge to urinate
Increased infections
Abnormal weight loss
Blurred vision
Excessive thirst
Tingling or numbness of the feet or hands
Extreme hunger
Slow-to-heal wounds
Guest speakers for the July 8th diabetes education session were
Kevin Mulligan, AHCA who focused on FREE Medicaid health

Counseling and coverage provided to persons qualifying under the
state-funded assistance program. Also, Mary Brennan, Agency
on Aging SHINE Program who help Florida seniors in saving
millions of dollars with available services under Medicare. Both
speakers provided valuable information, empowering participants
to maximally utilize the health care system for themselves and their
families. Ms. Joy Smith, Nutritionalist with the Pinellas County
Health Department, provided nutrition education and healthy
snacks.
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Guest speaker for the July 15th session will be Florida House of
Representative Frank Farids, who chairs the Health Care
Committee. Come prepared to receive information necessary for
you to be well informed on how legislative decisions impact your
health and medical needs. In addition, don’t miss out on the exer
cise and the nutritional education - it’s really great!!
Remember: Your body is a temple, keep it healthy. See you
Monday at the Enoch Davis Center.
Free Screenings: Free glucose and cholesterol screenings along
with weight management.
Enoch Davis Center, 1111 18th Ave. S. • 6-8 p.m.
DIPPER * Diabetes Intervention Prevention Porch - Empowerment Resources^
1621 - 16th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33705
727-897-9129 / 727-897-2128 (FAX)
DIPPER.frontporch@verizon.net
Sponsored by the Pinellas County Health Department
Office of Minority Health
Funded by State of Florida Department of Health
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Jamaica from pg. 1

MONEY
SMARTS
by Michael C. Jones

IVfiy No Economic

Plan Will Work
The answers to last week’s analytical quiz on
"Are You Conditioned" - If you answered "Yes" to
any questiones, then regarding that question, you are
conditioned by 400 years of slavery.
Throughout history by always wanting what
many unified economic someone else has. After
plans have been tried with the 60’s we have been giv
little or no success within ing billions of dollars to
the
African-American other communities and
community. These well constantly crying about the
intentioned plans to unite fact that they either don't
our people who have been want us there or want to
denied the opportunities of give any money back. We
life, liberty, and the "so have fought and fought to
called" pursuit of happi live in their house, eat their
ness have been derailed food, play with their toys
due to four major reasons: while all along being dis
lack of unity; lack of foun tracted and letting our
dation or history; several homes fall down, our food
distractions; and the inte spoil, and our toys fall
gration of the 60’s.
apart. The worst part about
The lack of unity in the our apparent desire to play
African-American com with their toys is that our
munity has led to our public leaders have done
inability to accomplish a more harm than good. One
sustainable unified eco of our largest nationally
nomic plan and is at the chartered organizations
core of our problem. since the 60’s has been
Without a cohesive unity leading us to the voting
among the masses, when a polls while all along miss
plan is introduced (to pool ing the fundamental need
money, resources, or time) for
African-America.
we have seen time and Voting is a responsibility
time again that we quickly but with all the issues we
revert to individualism. We as Black people have in
give up the fight and this country, voting as the
become drones. Not since lesser of two evils should
the early 1900’s have we be put its proper place. If
had a strong sense of unity these public leaders and
and without unity no eco nationally chartered asso
nomic plan will be suc ciations and organizations
cessful. Not having a prop would realistically look at
er foundation or history the plight of Africanhas also done as much Americans they would
damage to obstruct our most obviously come to
goals of unified econom the assumption that by pro
moting unity, their plans of
ics.
The lack of foundation economic empowerment
and history is a reality and would finally reach with
was designed for the ex success.
Although we have
press purpose of destroy
been
conditioned for more
ing any future for us to
achieve unified prosperity. than 400 years to seek
Early in our history on this assimilation into another
continent, Willie Lynch person’s community with
made sure we did not the detriment of our own
know our language, cul community, possibly the
ture, religion, place of ori biggest self distraction we
gin, and other things we have is the confederate
would never be able, to flag. I have never advocat
completely act in our own ed that we should keep
best interest. This lack of such symbols of slavery
foundation and history has live in American, but let’s
kept us searching and con face it, to put time, energy,
fused about our true identi work hours, and money
ty and just like a home into such a small matter
built on quicksand, the and totally allow it and
more you struggle to reach other things to distract us
the top, the lower you sink. from looking into our own
Other than our lack of problems is unbelievable.
unity and foundation, the It seems that as soon as we
constant distractions that see the rebel flag we total
keep creeping into every ly forget about the use of
attempt to prosper is prob the N-word by well over
ably the worst reason that 80% of Black people. Lets
deters our attempts at pros just face it, being hypocrit
perity. These distractions ical is not a good thing, so
have come from (3) major if we persist in keeping a
sources: our constant symbol of slavery alive
desire to spend money or with the N-word, then they
live in another community, should be able to fly what
the fight over the rebel ever flag they want.
Taken from the new
flag, and the public leaders
book
"One Dollar at a
in the African-American
community. It seems that Time" by Michael C.
we are constantly distract Jones,
ed from the single goal of
unifying our resources and
uplifting our community

(The views expressed by
The Challenger columnists are,
not necessarily the views of The
Weekly Challenger)

On July 02, 2001, Robert Tools becomes the
first recipient in the world of the Abiocor,
self-contained artificial heart at Jewish
Hospital in Louisville, Kentucky.

mind. Jamaica, indeed, is a
land of endless possibili
ties. The heart of the peo
ple is amazing ,in spite of
facing
socioeconomic
hardships.
JAMAICA,
W.I."Our people have been hit
especially hard by the
tragedy of Sept. 11th," said
Icus as he drove me from
the airport. Staying true to
the charming reputation of
Jamaican
men,
Icus,
despite my late arrival, was
as hospitable as ever. He
must have been used to
naive Americans who
expected interstates as
well. "How long is it to the
hotel?" I asked him as we
loaded my luggage into the
van. "About two and a half
hours," he replied, smiling
as he saw my reaction.
"You’re funny," I said.
"Yeah, mon, I’m serious,"
he said, nodding his head.
And he was.
Somehow, the drive
turned out better than I’d
expected. I was absolutely
amazed by the hills that we
passed, staring at them in
the distance. Risirlg thou
sands of feet into the air,
they were scattered with
houses here and there.
Icus, great at pointing out
the spots of interest, was
also a skilled driver. In
Jamaica, you had to be.
Winding dirt roads and no
traffic signs, not to men
tion the cows and goats
that roam the countryside,
made driving a task I
wouldn’t recommend if
you’re on vacation there.
Driving from the airport,
the sky darkening, Icus
pointed out several town

The Brewery off of the
“hip strip” has some of
the best dishes that
Jamaica has to offer.
Journalist Monica
Arnold enjoys one of
their specialty blends,
landmarks as we quickly
drove through, including
historical churches that
were fairly abundant in
each town. As we drove,
school children walked
along the roads in their
pressed uniforms, just get
ting out of session. Men
and women, friends and
neighbors, sat on the
stoops of small houses,
talking into the night.
The majority of my
time and money was spent
in Jamaica’s Montego Bay,
or Mo Bay, as everyone
calls it. Populated with
gorgeous hotels ranging
from relatively inexpen
sive to the higher priced
and
richly
served,
Montego Bay is a popular
locale for most. It caters to
everyone, from the spring
breakers to the romantic
couples, young and old.
Choices include the glam
our of the Ritz Carlton and
Half Moon hotels, both
with amazing golf courses.
I had the pleasure of stay
ing at the Sunset Beach
Hotel, where the staff
made sure everyone was
having a good time. With a
spectacular view of the

founding rendition of The
National
Anthem. UNI
Petersburg, Inc. - a vision
QUE,
also
performed soul
realized of Watson L.
stirring
selections
and
Haynes, II, President &
Chief Executive Officer. ended the performance by
With a collaboration of donating copies of their
partnerships with resi CD to all youth in atten
dents, local officials, hu dance. With heavenly am
man service agencies and bience in the air, DeRon
various funding sources, Persha and Di-Mitria Ham
the Coalition has devel ilton took flight and lifted
oped an initiative for Mid- the audience with their per
town that will promote e- formance of "I Believe I
conomic development, i- Can Fly." And if this was
dentify strengthening stra not pleasing enough, the
tegies for our community Coalition and Earth Mis
and eliminate the sub sion Dancers, adorned in
stance abuse that is plagu angelic white, astonished
ing our neighborhoods. the audience with pan
The theme for the gala was tomime to the spiritual
"A Community Can Move melodies, "Now Behold
the Lamb" and "Hosanna/'
Mountains."
The
anointed performances
When you think about
a mountain and all of its received standing ovations.
grandeur, you can never But more importantly, the
imagine the magnitude of youth performances dis
power it would take to played the power of what
move it. The mountain sig community involvement
nifying the destruction of [with our youth] can do.
Honorary Chairper
substance abuse, the dete
sons
for the evening were
rioration of crime and the
St.
Petersburg’s
Deputy
collapsing of Midtown’s economic development. But Mayor Goliath Davis and
the mission of the Coa Florida Public Service
lition is to dauntlessly ac Commissioner Rudy Brad
cept the challenge and re ley. Along with Frank
move the mountain, a peb Constantino, President/
CEO of Bridges of Amer
ble at a time.
This effort, however, ica, both were instrumental
takes funding. So, on June is the acquisition of the
21, 2002 the Coalition Davis/Bradley Family and
hosted a fundraising gala Substance Abuse Center,
that featured a serenaded located at 1735 Dr. Martin
VIP reception with classi Luther King Street South,
cal harmony of the Perkins St. Petersburg, where the
Elementary School Or Coalition provides servic
chestra. The program in es. Arnold Andrews of
cluded fabulous entertain Catholic Charities and the
ment, awards of recogni Coalition’s distinguished
tion and an eye-watering Board Chair provided the
testimony from the gala’s welcome and humorous
Keynote Speaker, Ron commentary that amused
Dock, Intervention Coor the gala's guests. The Rev
dinator of the New York erend Louis Murphy, Jr., of
Yankees. Gospel Record-- Mt. Zion Progressive Bap
ing duo, UNIQUE, opened tist Church, blessed the
the program with an as- event with the invocation.
As with all worthy events,

Relax along the waters
of the Martha Brae
River - you’re sure to
unwind!
ocean, one could enjoy this
all-inclusive
hotel’s
numerous pools, tennis
courts and bars.
Mo Bay is filled with
its share of entertainment.
While there, be sure not to
miss out on the crystalline
waters of Doctor’s Cave
Beach, famous for its
reputed healing qualities.
During my stay, I got to
check out the "hip strip,"
lined with places like
Margaritaville and a casino
for the late-night crowd,
souvenir shops and, of
course, great restaurants
like the Brewery. Serving
some of the best entrees in
town,
the
specialties
include blended island fruit
drinks with pineapple and
strawberries, as well as ter
rific dishes like the chicken
and callaloo. If, however,
despite the delicious native
eateries, you get a craving
for McDonad’s, don’t
worry, there’s one right
around the comer too.
Mo Bay’s pier was def
initely the place-to-be. In
the midst of the Americas’
Sail boating celebration,
the pier was filled with
people night after night,
where you could sample
the Jamaican favorite Jerk

Plenty of crafts to buy!
A VIP party at the Ritz
Carlton hotel was
another chance to go
shopping by one of the
local vendor’s stands
chicken and Red Stripe
beer, mingle, and enjoy the
energetic music of reggae
band "Bare Essentials." A
crowd favorite, the band
performed hit after hit of
dancehall, soca, and calyp
so sounds to keep every
body’s hips winding.
Now, we know some
thing about Mo Bay and
Kingston, the birthplace of
Reggae’s own Bob Marley
and a cultural mecca in
itself, but if you’re going to
Jamaica seeking a getaway
vacation, you might look to
some of its other locales.
Some of the best spots to
hit in Jamaica are Port
Antonio, Ocho Rios, and
Oracabessa, a quiet little
town just outside of Ocho
Rios. It all depends on
what you’re looking for.
Oracabessa, although
not as popular as its neigh
boring town, Ocho Rios,
can be called a favorite
getaway spot for those
looking for a little pamper
ing and serenity. My per
sonal spot was the quaint
bungalow-style haven of
the Golden Seas hotel.
Perfect for honeymooners,
the Golden Seas serves up

some of the best hospitali
ty, a well kept hide-away
for those to escape to.
Quieter than most, the
hotel does not escape from
the attractive beauty of its
surroundings. You can
enjoy some time on the
hotel’s beach, relaxing
under the shade of a
thatched umbrella, or even
make a quick walk over to
James Bond Beach to
enjoy the serenity of the
waters, inspirational spot
for the series’ novelist Ian
Fleming.
For those wanting to
check out Ocho Rios, a
simple 20-minute cab ride
is all it takes. There, you
can explore some of the
best of what Jamaica has to
offer in its own Dunn’s
River Falls. The view near
to the 600-foot cascading
waterfall makes the climb
well worth it.
Described as "the most
beautiful port on earth,"
Port Antonio is an emerg
ing locale for tourism.
With the exposure of
America’s Sail, the port
has drawn the attraction of
ship lovers, in addition to
those already in love with
the small town. Highlights
include the secluded coves
of Nanny Falls, the treas
ures of the Blue Lagoon,
and the tranquility of the
Rio Grande River. While
on the drive to Port
Antonio, make sure to
sample
some
fresh
cocoanut water and a plate
ful of rice and beans!
For me, the best part
about Jamaica was its abil
ity to draw you into the
culture, and to find peace
in its naturalness. One
experience I will always
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remember is traveling
down the Martha Brae
River. On a raft crafted of
bamboo wood, I traveled
through the serenity of the
Martha Brae on a guided
tour. Sunlight dancing
between the shady trees,
the quiet solitude of the
river was a perfect way to
close out my vacation.
Reflecting on my
experience, I met some
great people while I was
down there, kind enough to
share a bit of themselves
unselfishly to this curious
reporter. Jamaica is a sure
ly a land of possibilities...
It is a country with
beautiful beaches, and the
clearest of blue waters. It is
a land of serene beauty,
with rivers that are hidden
away between enormous
shade trees. It is a land of
quick winding roads that
secure luscious green hills.
It is busy streets and traf
fic, of men in doorways
and women in the stores, of
children walking home
in their pressed school uni
forms. It is filled with
smiles and graciousness.
Jamaica is the urgency of
the market, of the men and
women waiting beside
their booths, eager to make
a sale of their crafts and
carvings. It is the soft sounds of
reggae, the boisterous love
of the tourists stumbling
along the city streets.
It is the carnival parties,
the warm aromas, the sea
sonings, the love, the land,
the life ...
It is the generosity of a
people.
It is the hope for a bet
ter future.

Mountain from pg. 1

L-R: Iveta Martin-Berry, Goliath Davis, III, Arnold Andrews and Watson Haynes, II
Keynote speaker Ron
the gala included many President of Administra- Figgs-Sanders,
Health
Dock, Intervention
Coordinator, New York
notable guests such as tion, Charlene Jenkins, Outreach Specialist &
Yankees
Darrell Irions, Executive Health Education/Outreach Administrative Services.
Director of St Petersburg Supervisor, A. J. Murphy,
The Coalition For A For A Safe & Drug Free St.
Housing Authority and Health Educator and Coun Safe & Drug Free St. Petersburg, Inc., P. O. Box
Iveta Martin-Berry, Pres selor, Deltwaine Holmes, Petersburg, Inc. welcomes 1273, St. Petersburg, FL
ident of Campbell Park Health Educator, William volunteers and donations. 33731-1273 or call (727)
Neighborhood Association Miller, Health Outreach For further information 898-0908.
and Coalition Board Treas Specialist and Deborah please write The Coalition
urer. Surrounded by her
family, Mrs. Berry re
ceived the "Unsung Hero
Award" for all of her con
tributions and commitment
to the Midtown communi
ty. Jasmine Graveley, an
eighth grader at Morgan
Fitzgerald Middle School
and the Coalition’s Youth
Advisory Council Presi
dent was recognized for
academic achievement and
• B.J.: Saturday morning gospel. Wake up with a praying Spirit
community service.
5am-10am
Watson L. Haynes, II
concluded the gala with
acknowledgements and re
• DIANE HUGHES: 5am-10am,M-F. Total Praise with the best
cognition. Valerie Pendarin inspirational music, news, weather and the Spoken Word.
vis-Haynes was acknowl
edged with the Coalition
For A Safe & Drug Free St.
• UNCLE DAVE MICHAELS: 10am-1 pm Just playing the
Petersburg’s "Outstanding
music the way you like it.
Volunteer" Award and
Health Education Program
•MICHEALT: Old school and music to drive home by.
Director Rene’ RobinsonFlowers was recognized
with the "Employee of the
• TONY CHARLES: Take you back home with your favorite
Year" Award. The Coa
blues and 'chu-chu' oldies 9pm-2am .
lition’s Youth Services Pre
vention Coordinator, Deb
For Advertising Call
orah R. Green, was also re
Donza Drummond, Sales Manager
cognized for her commit
727-821-9947
ment and dedication with
Midtown’s youth. Other
REQUEST LINE 864-1600
Coalition employees rec
Serving imvya (Bag Since 1976
ognized were Carol White,
Office: 327-WRXB (9792) *
Executive Vice President,
Charlotte Anderson, Vice
2060 - 1st Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL 33713
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by Florence Wms. Ray

The Gift of Love
OCALA - They came
from far and wide to toast
and roast her at her nineti
eth birthday celebration.
Former students, col
leagues, family members,
co-workers, friends and
well-wishers gathered at
the Fine Arts Auditorium
at CFCC to praise and amaze Mrs. Thelma Menchan Parker. The only gift
they brought along was
"The Gift of Love." This
was the request of Mrs.
Parker who has spent most
of her adult life serving the
Marion County Commun
ity.
Dr. Mack King Carter,
pastor to over 9,000 mem
bers at Mt. Olive Baptist
Church in Ft. Lauderdale,
Florida was the Master of
Ceremony. Dr. Carter is a
personable man who has
an honest magnetic charm
which enhances his ability
to connect with people and
he kept the program mov
ing at a lively pace. After
the greetings, Mrs. Parker
was serenaded with "Hap
py Birthday To You," fol
lowed by the Invocation by
The Rev. Alvin Newmones, pastor of Progres
sive Union Baptist Church.
The Welcome and Occa
sion was stated by Morris
Mann, Financial Consult
ant from Ypsilanti, MI.
Special greetings came
from City of Ocala Offi
cials The Honorable Ger
ald Ergle, Mayor; The
Honorable Mary Sue Rich,
Council Woman; The Rev.
Dr. Lorenzo S. Edwards,
her pastor at Mt. Moriah
Missionary Baptist Church
and Dean, CFCC Hampton
Campus and James E.
Kirk, Jr., former Trustee
Board Chair at CFCC.
"As I Remember Her"
was highlighted by former
students representing the
decades.
Mr Edmond
Fordham, former Marion
County Principal repre
sented the 1940's; Mr.
Charles Chestnut, former
Alachua County Commis
sioner and School Board
Member represented the
50’s; Dr. Dorsey Miller,
former Broward County
Community College Trus
tee and Past Grand Basileus-Omega Psi Phi Frater
nity, Inc. represented the
‘60’s and Mr. David
Ellesperman, Clerk of the
Court - Marion County
represented the ‘70’s.
Another highlight of
the program came when a
poem composed in tribute
to Mrs. Parker was read by
composer, Mr. Henry God
win. A solo, composed in
tribute to the honoree by
Mr. William "Wimpy"
Freeman, entitled "Thanks
To You" was played by
Mrs. Elviria Washington.
Introduction of family was
by Mrs. Rosalind Parker
Thomas, daughter and

Health Service Director at
North Carolina State Uni
versity. Response came
from the honoree who
delighted the crowd with
short stories, anecdotes
and events concerning her
former students. She re
ceived a standing ovation.
Mrs. Sylvia Thomas, Mu
sic Specialist at Fessenden
Elementary ended the pro
gram with "May The Good
Lord Bless and Keep You."
The crowd was delight
ed by the presence of the
first Black Secretary of
State, Jesse McCrary an
other former student of
Mrs. Parker. McCrary is
recuperating from his ill
ness.
The celebration had its
beginning on Tuesday
evening when she was
cohered by friend Juanita
P. Cunningham to attend
City Council’s meeting.
Here, she was presented a
proclamation; 16th Court
was renamed Thelma M.
Parker and Friday, July 5th
was declared "Thelma
Parker’s Day" A ceremony
was held on Wednesday
morning to rename the
court.
The event was the
brainchild of William
"Wimpy" Freeman, who
should be commended for
the effort he put forth to
make this event successful.
Freeman could not attend
the event because he is
recovering from surgery.
The Steering Committee
should also be commend
ed. They are: Juanita P.
Cunningham,
Barbara
Washington,
Florence
William Ray, Edmond
Fordham, Dr. Mack King
Carter, Margaret Chappelle and Regis Boat
wright. A special thanks
go out to Betty Jones and
all Class representatives.
Thanks also to Mt. Moriah
Missionary Baptist Church
Youth Department Ushers.
,
***
Classmates Enjoy
Luncheon
On July 2, 2002 several
members of the Howard
Academy Class of 1954
enjoyed lunching together
at the Golden Corral
Restaurant in Ocala. The
guest of Honor was class
mate Elay Lewis of
Dayton, Ohio. Elay is in
semi-retirement with a
modified work schedule.
He is now working as a
part-time Professor at Wil
berforce University teach
ing 3 computer courses.
Those attending the
luncheon were: Elton Bel
lamy, Abraham Shelton,
Carrie Woodberry, Flor
ence W. Ray, Delores
Butler, Dorothy Shelton,
Lillian Pierson, Mary
Woolbright,
Dorothy
Dempsey, Shirley Pinkney,
Loretha Walker and Jean
Kinsler.

There Is A Reason To Read
The Weekly Challenger!

Marion County NAACP To Hold
A Mass Meeting-------------------------OCALA - The Marion
County Branch of the
National Association for
the Advancement of Col
ored People will hold its
Monthly Mass Meeting on

Sunday, July 14, 2002 at
6:45 p.m. at the Baptist
Seminary.
L. C. Stevenson, presi
dent, invites the member

ship and the public to
attend. A report of the Na
tional NAACP Convention
held in Houston, Texas
will be given.

by Jim Thorpe

Mt. Zion African Methodist
Episcopal Church-------------On Saturday, July 13,
2002, Bro. Larry Chesteen,
Director of the newly
organized auxiliary group
at Mt. Zion, "The Sons of
Allen", is inviting all men
(young & old) to meet at
the church for a planning
meeting beginning at 9:00
A.M. A continental break
fast will be served. This
group will be in charge of

Slaves ffornpg. 1
Bethlehem Baptist Asso
ciation. The Welcome and
Occasion was given by
Councilwoman Mary Sue
Rich, and a Praise Dance
by Gracefulness Creative
and Modem Dance Group.
The Ocala Police Depart
ment Choir rendered selec
tions.
The monument is the
brainchild of Woodbury
who hopes it will be a
healing'stone representing
the prayers of Black peo
ple who prayed to be deliv
ered from slavery. It was
only fitting that the monu
ment be dedicated on In
dependence Day. The idea

OCALA
NEWS

the 11 a.m. worship service
on Sunday, July 21. Help
them to make their first
effort a success!
We're still encouraging
increased attendance at our
church school each Sunday
at 9:15 a.m. If transporta
tion is needed, call the
church at (352)796-1955
and leave a message; or
you may call Pastor
was well supported by the
community and funded by
the City of Ocala. The
City Council approved
$6,000 to erect the monu
ment.
Woodbury has been an
advocate for West Ocala
for as long as I can remem
ber. His steadfastness has
been instrumental in get
ting many recreational
facilities and community
improvements done. He is
the oldest of seven chil
dren bom to Henry and
Marie Woodbury in 1912.
Woodbury worked on the
same job for 66 years and
during that time he walked
5-10 miles each day.

Lowery at (727) 866-0126.
May God bless you,
and remember you are
welcome anytime at "the
little church on the hill."
Mt. Zion African Me
thodist Episcopal Church
is located at 8160 W.P.A.
Road, Brooksville, FL.,
Rev. Marvin R. Lowery,
Pastor.

Along the way he managed
to do many worthwhile
things and has been
rewarded by mayors, civic
organizations and the peo
ple of Marion County.
In recognizing a great
champion of the Black
community, I’d like to
relate that Pinkney Wood
bury has always been a
man about his business.
And that business is fight
ing to improve the Black
community. This coura
geous man, with limited
advantages, has done more
to improve the Black com
munity than anyone I
know.

The Urban
Scholarship
Program is their
ticket to college.
And m iu,fr e

Gospel Explosion
2002
The Gospel Explosion
of 2002 featuring 11 year
old Contrail Gates of
Williston, Florida; The
Angelic Praise of Ocala,
Florida; Roosevelt Davi
son and The Spiritual
Ambassadors along with
The Sensational Gospel
Singers of Ocala, Florida
will be presented in a
musical program Saturday
evening, July 20, 2002,
7:30 p.m. at the Theolog
ical Seminary, 1205 NW
4th Street.
45rit Anniversary

Roosevelt and Eliza
beth Milton Davison cele
brated their 45th Wedding
Anniversary recently on
Saturday, June 15th, with
dinner at the Road House
Grill. They were served a
special T-Bone steak din
ner. Roosevelt prayed a
special prayer and blessed
the food. The Davison’s
attended church that morn
ing and were congratulated
by Elder Herman Epps and
the whole church family.
The anniversary couple
thanked the Lord for the
way He kept them and
blessed them throughout
their lifetime.
A Special HonorGradute
A celebration honoring
Tamara Marquita Upshaw
was held on Friday,'May
24, 2002 after graduation
at Hops Restaurant on
Highway 200. Congratu
lations were in order for
her graduating with Hon
ors. Tamara was given a
dozen roses by her mother
Sylvia Flowers and stepfa
ther, Reginald Flowers and
her brothers, Michael
Williams and Kelvin
Sanders. Tamara’s uncle
Roosevelt and Yolanda
Davison, Jr. of Tampa,
Floridaa gave her a gift
basket containing a lot of
things needed and $50.
She received a lot of hugs
and kisses and gifts from
her aunt and uncle Latrina
and Lorenzo Hope and
their children, Brittany
Tuggerson and Shanice
Hope. Everyone toasted
Tamara for a job well
done. She will be going
off to college in the middle
of July.
There were
approximately 15 people
in attendance. Her uncle
James Milton, Sr. accom
panied by his friend Wilma
were also in attendance.
James gaye a gift of $25.
Thanks to everyone who
came and gave a gift. The
dinner was given by her
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Roosevelt (Liz) Davison,
Sr.
***
DID YOU KNOW...
that in Marion County
the Metropolitan Invest
ment Company did busi
ness from 1914-1928. It
was owned and operated
by the following Negro cit
izens: George Giles, Frank
P. Gadson, James S. LaRoche, Dr. R. R. Williams,
Dr. L.R. Hampton, Sr. D.
W. Goodman, Neptune
Brown and Gibbs Cromp
ton.
The company provided
many establishments such
as: The Metropolitan Sav
ings Bank; The Metro
politan Theatre, The Me

tropolitan Knitting Mill
and The Metropolitan Hall.
Mr. Giles was President
and Mr. Gadson was Vice
President. With the pass
ing of Giles, Gadson
became President in 1919,
with Mr. LaRoche becom
ing Vice President. The
company also owned a
drug store which was
located on South Magnolia
between S.W. 2nd and 3rd
Streets in downtown
Ocala.
...In 1890 there were
two short lived weekly
newspapers printed by Ne
groes in Ocala.
"The
Ocala Leger" was printed
by Mr. R.B. Brooks. "The
Plain Dealer" was edited
by Mr. Harry W. Chandler.

...The Packing House,
located in the 500 block of
West
Broadway
was
owned by the Farmers’
Union Incorporated which
was organized about 1923.
The stockholders were Mr.
Led Smith, Dr. R. S.
Hughes, Mr. James S.
LaRoche, Sam Steward,
Mr. George Wilson, Mr. J.
P. Glimps and Mr. Robert
Johnson.
The Packing
House went out of busi
ness about 1929.
More interesting Black
History facts about Ocala/Marion County next
week!

On June 28,
1964, the organi
zation for AfroAmerican Unity
founded in New
York by
Malcolm X.

Good Credit! Bad Credit!
nil applications Accepted

Why Buy Used When You Can Buy New!!

8% Financing AvaiiabieIII
alve DOHC
Dual Air
is, 5-Yr. 60k
Bumper to
Bumper
Warranty

NEW 2002 SPECTRA GS

•3000"s3=

With Air, Stereo,
Power, Air Bags «
.
5-Yr. 60k
jy&i
Bumper to
Bumper
>s)
Warranty

NEW 2002 SPORTAGE 400
With a/c, cd, Ano*8
Power
Windows/uocks
Mirrors, 5'Vr; ®
h AA
Bumper to
Bumper warrai
Luggage Rac
2 Tone

Iwwtt

Mb

NEW 2002 OPTIMA SE

*3000*" M

WhV-6,Moontool,MC,

PoiNetWndowslLockslWinots.
\ Power Seat, CO, Alloys.
Ke^tess Mam, Side Mi

NEW 2002 SEDONA EX

*20,688* «e

Leather, 5 Speed
io., V-6, Sunroot,
Luggage Rack

0% terms vary W.A.C. See dealer for details. Prices with $2,500 cash or trade
equity. Dealer retains rebates. See dealer for specific model information.

U.S. 19 & 37th Ave. N.
St. Petersburg

727-525-5785 J
V
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STATE NEWS
Reverend Calvin J. McFadden
Delivers Inspirational Message
At B-CC —-----------------------------------

Music Building Expansion Symbolizes
Program’s Growth----- ---------------- ------- contact our website www.
bethune.cookman.edu

DO YOU HAVE
SOMETHING
YOU’D LIKE
TO SELL?
Members of the 2002 Summer graduating class
gather with B-CC administration, faculty and
staff in a candlelight ceremony on the
grounds of the campus
DAYTONA BEACH "Bouncing Back From
What’s Bounced You Around" was the theme used
by Reverend Calvin J. Mc
Fadden to inspire the 2002
Bethune-Cookman Col
lege summer graduation
class to move to their next
place in life during Friday
evening’s Service of Con
secration held in Heyn Me
morial Chapel on the Col
lege campus.
Pastor and Founder of
Ray of Hope United Me
thodist Church in Talla
hassee, McFadden’s mes
sage focused on the story
of Samson, a biblical per
sonality found in the book
of Judges in the Bible.
"Samson was bounced around because he did not
know how to handle pow
er, pressure or passion but
he eventually bounced
back," said the 1996 B-CC
graduate.
"But like Samson, you
too can bounce back if you

Rev. Calvin J.
McFadden

recognize
that
your nominational Theological
strength lies in your obedi Center, Gammon Semi
ence to God," said the ac nary, in Atlanta, Georgia
complished pastor who be and is currently a doctoral
gan his ministry at the ten student at Florida State
der age of 15. "In order to University. He has re
bounce back you have to ceived numerous honors
be willing to cry, try and and awards including be
die to those things that ing listed in Who’s Who
hold you back. Your de Among Colleges and Uni
gree is the beginning of versities and the Order of
your come baek," Mc the Flame, World Evangelism-Methodist Council
Fadden added.
A. native of Tampa, award. McFadden is an
McFadden pastored his active member of Alpha
first church at age 18. He Phi Alpha Fraternity,
was later appointed to Incorporated.
The service of Conse
Emmanuel United Metho
dist Church in Palatka, as cration, held on the eve of
Pastor. In 1998, Pastor summer commencement
McFadden was appointed exercises, included the tra
by the late Bishop Cor ditional lighting of the can
nelius Linton Henderson to, dles by Bethune-Cookman
launch the first predomi President, Dr. Oswald P.
nantly African-American Bronson, Sr. and members
United Methodist Church of the administration, fac
ulty and staff. The group
in Tallahassee.
McFadden received closed the ceremony with
singing
of the
the master of divinity de the
gree in sociology of reli College’s Alma Mater.
gion from the Interde

DAYTONA BEACH, Ground was broken Sat
urday, June 30th on an
expansion and renovation
project for the Julia E. Rob
inson Memorial Music
Building that will do more
than provide much-needed
room for two icons of
Bethune-Cookman College
— its marching band and
world-renowned Concert
Chorale as well as the
College's, music program.
"The purpose is to
house the progress our
music program will make,"
said
Bethune-Cookman
College President Dr.
Oswald P. Bronson, Sr. to a
gathering of College trus
tees, administration and
friends on a sweltering
weekend morning.
"There is a great debate
on whether or not facilities
should proceed programs,
or should program proceed
facilities," Bronson said. "I
haven't made up my mind
about that yet, but all I
know is that we're getting a
great building to take care
of a great program."

The $2.8 million proj
ect will feature a complete
renovation of the existing
building from floor to ceil
ing followed by the con
struction of an 18,000
square feet annex facility
that will accommodate a
new band room, percussion
steel drum room, music
technology room, office
space and new student
practice rooms.
But what will go inside
those halls, a respected mu
sic program rich in history
and tradition, was empha
sized as well by B-CC
Board of Trustees member
Dr. Larry R. Handfield,
himself a former drum
major in the Wildcat
marching
band. When
Handfield marched, there
were 98 members in the
band. The 2002 edition of
the Marching Wildcats are
anticipating 300 members.
"Bethune-Cookman
has always had a history of
being the best in whatever
it had to do," Handfield
said. "It takes roughs and
translates them into dia

WHY NOT
ADVERTISE IT
IN THE
WEEKLY
CHAL
LENGER?
monds. I stand with a
vision that has finally,
become a reality... if we are
to be the best, we have to
look the best."
"We can never stop and
be content, we always have
to build for tomorrow,"
Handfield added.
Dr. Hiram C. Powell,
Head of the B-CC Music
Department, credited Dr.
Bronson's leadership and
vision for the arts.
"Dr. Bronson has
placed us in a position that
we are respected for our
contribution in the arts and
music field," Powell said.
"I feel an awesome respon
sibility to return a product
that is worthy of his sup
port. "While we celebrate

what we've accomplished,
I'd like to say that 'you ain't
see nothing yet"
Overseeing the project
is S.L. Construction &
Remodeling, Incorporated,
a full-service construction
management, design /build
and general construction
firm, founded in 1979 by
Saul A. Rentz, currently the
CEO and Director of
Construction. The compa
ny provides professional
planning for pre-construc
tion, construction manage
ment, general construction,
historical preservation and
design-build services in
innovative ways to meet
the technical needs of a
diverse society.

YOU’LL BE
HAPPY TO
SEE HOW
REASONABLE
OUR RATES
ARE.

CALL 8962922 OR
COME IN
TODAY:
2500 M.L.
KING ST. S.

For more information,

ST. PETE

How the Publix Baby Club® works.
If you have a baby under 24 months or you’re pregnant, you're eligible for
the absolutely free Publix Baby Club.® Sign up and in about four to six

They’ll outgrow rattles, diapers and
sounds such as “baba-galu-sapaT
After 24 months they’ll also
outgrow the Publix Baby Club?

weeks you’ll receive coupons for all sorts of free stuff: coupons for free
baby products, more members-only coupons, a free newsletter and even
free membership. First-time parents will also receive a helpful book from
the American Academy of Pediatrics, "Coring ForYour Baby And Young Child."
It’s our way of saying welcome to our family. Hopefully we’ll make the
pregnancy-through-24-months time a little easier

Now about those coupons for free products.
Four to six weeks after you join the Publix Baby Club,® we'll send you
coupons for free products. These aren't trial sizes, mind you. They’re the
real, full-sized products. And as we mentioned before, first-time parents
wilt also receive that great book from the American Academy of
Pediatrics, your complete guide to invaluable medical and child-rearing
advice for children from birth to age 5.

Free news by way of the free newsletter.
The Publix Baby Club® newsletter is a colorful and exciting way to get
some helpful hints. Every few months you'll receive our newsletter packed
with oodles of practical tips and important information on baby care and
family life.

How about some coupons, too?
We figure you could always use coupons for other products throughout
the store, right? So, as one more incentive to join the Publix Baby Club?
we’ll send you coupons to save you money on lots of Publix and national
brand items.

Did we mention this was free?
We think you’ve got the hint. But just so you know, Publix Baby Club*
membership is absolutely free.The only thing you need to have going for
you is a child younger than 24 months or be an expectant parent. Just
visit the baby aisle in your neighborhood Publix for all the enrollment
information you’ll need, and join today. And again, welcome
to our family.
Number and type of coupdns and items in welcome package may change without notice.
Book available for first-time parents only.

Where shopping is a pleasure.'

Publix.
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
Friendship Missionary All Nations Church Of
Greater St. Paul
Church---------- God By Faith-------------Missionary Baptist
Church---------------------St.
Our most blessed first describe God’s goodness is
South,
“Yet, if any man suffer Street

Pleasant
Grove
Missionary
Baptist
Church
Pastor Joseph Gordon
and the Pleasant Grove
Church family invite you
to worship with them on
Sunday, July 14th. Choir
No. Two will render song
service and Usher Board
No. Two will serve in the 7
a.m. early morning wor
ship service.
Sunday school begins
at
9:30
a.m.
with
Superintendent Deacon
Philip Carter presiding.
Mid-morning
worship
begins at 10:50 a.m. Choir
No. Two and the Angelic
Choir will render song
service and Usher Board
No. Two will serve.
Also, Baptist Training.
Union will meet at 5 p.m.
with president, Sister
Dessie Marshall.
Vacation Bible School
will be held July 15-19,
from 6-8:30 p.m. Topic:
“Jonah, An Overboard
Adventure”.
Theme:
“Learning To Walk In
God’s Ways”. Sister Ruth
Johnson-Williams,
Coordinator,
Deacon
Philip Carter, General
Superintendent.
Heartfelt
sympathy
goes out to the Miller and
Timmons families in their
bereavement.
May God bless and
keep you until next week,
if Thought for the week:
“But if we walk in the
light, as He is in the light,
we have fellowship one
with another, and the blood
of Jesus Christ His son
cleanseth us from all sin.” I
John 1:7

For God so loved the
World ...” God love you,
no matter what you’ve
done, are doing, may do,
rich or poor, fat or thin,
white or black. God loves
you!
Isn’t that good to
know? Man loves because
of... but God loves in spite
of ... He asked a question
that we maybe all wonder
ing. “How can God love
the unloveable?” Well, if
God were to turn His
divine search light on some
of us and have us take up a

personal inventory what
would we see? God looks
beyond our faults and sees
our needs.
Everyone is invited to
come and witness this man
of God bring messages
from God.
Join us on Sunday, July
1, 2002 at 4 p.m. - All
Ushers Anniversary - New
Covenant Baptist Church
along with their Pastor
Rev. Joseph Reid will be in
charge of the service.
Everyone is invited to
attend. See you at service!

Earth Mission Ministries
Greetings in the name
of the Lord.
We have moved from a
season of preparation into a
season of action. It is now
time for the church, the
true church to raise the
banner of truth and declare
the glory of the Lord to a
lost and dying world. It’s
time to take it to the city.
We can run but we
can’t get away!
Rev. Deborah “Sue”
Green delivered a word
that challenged the people
of God to answer to call of
God for their lives. With
everything that is going on
it’s time for someone to
become serious about the
things of God.
Revival has come to
Earth Mission Ministries as
God is preparing his people
for a great move. We invite
you to join us on Youth
Sunday, July 14th at 10
a.m. to witness the prophe
cy of Joel “And it, shall
come to pass afterward,
that I will pour out my spir
it upon all flesh; and your

sons and your daughters
shall prophesy, your old
men shall dream dreams,
your young men shall see
visions”. Saints God is up
to something!
Our Sunday Evening
Healing and Deliverance
Services have been post
poned until July 21st. We
want God to do something
new for His people. If you
know of someone who is
sick or needs deliverance bring them to this anointed
service. Evangelist Erica
Joseph has a word of heal
ing and deliverance for
you.
For more information
please contact the church
office at (727) 323-3210,
Pastors office (727) 8959591.

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Petersburg.
Youth Revival
is
Wednesday,
July
10Friday, July 12th at 7:30
p.m. nightly. Minister
Gordon Curry, Associate
Pastor, Pleasant Grove
Baptist Church is the guest
evangelist.
Weekly Schedule:
Thurs., July 11th: 7:30
p.m., Youth Revival will be
in progress, so there will be
no Bible Study until the
following Thursday, July
18th.
Fri., July 12th: 7:30
p.m., Revival conclusion.
Sat., July 13th: Sunday
School Picnic.
Mon., July 15th: 6:30
p.m., Boy Scout Meeting.
Wed., July 17th: 12:00
Noonday Bible Study, also
each Wednesday from 12
noon - 2 p.m., Bread of
Life Ministry serving lunch
to all needy in the commu
nity.
Upcoming Events:
The Church will be
traveling to Davenport, FL
on August 25th to worship
with Friendship Baptist
Church at 4 p.m. See the
Travel Ministry for details
and Registration informa
tion.
Also, the Church will
fellowship with Beulah
Baptist Church in Decatur,
GA, September 27-29,
2002.

All Church Articles Must Be Emailed By
Monday No Later Than 4:00 P.M.
Community Cllfurclj

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
2335 - 22nd Avenue South
'

Greater St. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

as a Christian, let him not
be ashamed; but let him
glorify God on this behalf.
For the time is come that
judgement must begin at
the house of God; and if it
first begin at us, what shall
the end be of them that
obey not the gospel of
God?” 1 Peter 4:16,17
Pastor John A. Evans,
Sr., the official Church
Staff and the entire
Friendship
Missionary
Baptist Church family
warmly invite you t wor
ship with us on this
Sunday, and to all church
related activities and
events during the upcom
ing week.
Services begin at 7:45
a.fn. with the Deacons
Ministry
leading
the
Devotion.
The
Male
Chorus will sing songs of
Praise, the No. 2 Ushers
will serve and Pastor Evans
will bring a message from
on high.
Church school begins
at 9:30 a.m. with the super
intendent in charge. A sec
ond service is held at 10:45
a.m. opening with the
Praise Team:
You are invited for:
First Sermon of Brother
Moses Green on Sunday,
July 21, 2002 at 4 p.m. His
sermon will be held at
Friendship
Missionary
Baptist Church, 3300 31st

P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

Sunday morning service
equipped us with strength
and courage to enter a new
week with Faith, Hope and
Charity, in the mighty
name of Jesus, and we’re
glad about it. A song came
forth saying “I’m Grateful”
and I confess, I am truly,
truly grateful to our God
who is mighty, true, full of
compassion and endless
mercy. I am grateful.
Pastor Dunlap, and
wife were visiting from
Georgia and inspired us
with greetings of love and
prayer along with our
many other visitors and for
each of them we give
thanks.
We were blessed to
share the 46th anniversary
of our new friends, pastor
and Sis. La’Pore, and we
pray God to continue to
keep and bless them and
their ministry, Amen.
Another word
of
enlightenment came from a
man of God returning from
India where he and others
are sharing God’s goodness
in food, medicine, cloth
ing, and the precious writ
ten word of God. We
appreciate those who will
heed the call of God to go
anytime, anyplace, any
where to be servants of His
people.
Pastor Williams fre
quently reminds us that
“we are going somewhere”
and that somewhere is
wherever the Lord takes
us. John 14:1-3. Oh yes,
we are going somewhere!
John 14:16, lets us know
that if we are prepared for
the journey, we don’t have
to go alone. Praise God. He
has made provisions for all
we need, and we have only
to trust and obey.
Pastor said to further

Deacon Ministry................... ......................................................... Deacon Edward Nesbitt
Finance Ministry...........................................................................................James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry......................................................................... Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry................ .................................... . ..................................... Wyvonnia McGee

............................... 9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship

............................. 11:00 a.m.

Evening Worship

... 6 p.m.

Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting

«

Rev. Clyde Williams

We welcome you at all times.
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10th Street Church Of God

2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Church

207 - 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

‘PKLWt'L: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward

Sunday School...............
• • • • • • • • • .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .........................................
11 :OO a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study ..............................................................7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday) ... . .6:00 p.m.

International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

Emmanuel Christian Fellowship Inc.
350137th. St. So. • St. Pete, FL 33711
Church: 867-4144
Pastor: Elder Franklin Evans
Co-Pastor: Sis. Rebecca L. Evans
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:15 a.m.
Bible Study (Monday)
■
7:00 p.m.
Youth Bible Study (Tuesday) 6:30 p.m.
Prayer (Wednesday)
6:30 p.m.
Prayer (Tues. & Thurs;) 11 a.m.- 12 p.m.
Prayer (Sat.)
6:00 a.m.

“All Are Welcome” • “Bring A Friend”

First Baptist Institutional church
3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 323-7518

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor
Sunday School,

- 9:30

Morning Worship

a.m.

- 11:00

a.m.

309 - 15th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33704
Telephone (727) 893-1741

For more infor
Sunday Worship Service
mation, contact
10:30 A.M.
Pastor Jerome
Sunday School 9:30 A.M.
& Pastor Kisha
Bible Study. Tues. 7-8 P.M.
Jordan at
727-327-2849 or 527 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33707
Fax: 866-1896

www.wateroflifechristianchurch.ortf

Rev. Curtiss L. Long, Pastor

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
Schedule of Services
Church School....................................... 9:30a.m.
Morning Worship .................
.11 a.m.
Baptist Training Union.............................. ,5p.m.
Evening Worship ....................... 6:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting
Thursday...........................
7 p.m,
Rev. Brian K. Brown

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

WINGS OF FAITH CHRISTIAN CENTER

(Revelation 22:17)

Sunday Morning Services
Sunday School ..................................... 9:30 am
Morning Worship.................................11:00 am
Youth Bible Study........ .................... Wed. 6:30 pm
Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service Wed. 7:00 pm

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

You are hereby invited to fellowship with

“...let the one that is thirsty come."

The church family will
solemnly reflect on contin
uing struggle for full liber
ation of African-Ameri
cans throughout month of
July. Spiritual emancipa
tion in Jesus Christ and
how it must become a cat
alyst for achieving physi
cal liberation will be focus
of exhortation for month.
A participatory re
sponse in recognition of a
believer’s spiritual free
dom in Christ will be cele
brated through observance
of Holy Communion at
New Philadelphia. During
mid-morning worship, a
special emphasis on litur
gical significance of this
Supper in relation to the
ongoing
struggle for
human equality will be
offered. Members are
urged to make a sacrificial
effort to be present on
Sunday.
Nature and purpose of
a CDC to accomplishing
will and mission of God
will be briefly explained
on Sunday. Jo Ann Nesbitt
and Lorian Williams will
share information with
church family of impor
tance of this entity to
attaining mission goals of
Jesus’ministry.
Activities for Week:
Prayer Chain nightly,
10:00 p.m.
Prayer
Gathering,
Thursday, 6:30 p.m.
Deaconess Meeting,
Saturday, 5:00 p.m.
Holy
Communion
Worship, Sunday, 11:00
a.m.
Children/Youth
Ministry, Monday, 7:00
p.m.
Bible Study (adults,
children, youth), Wednes
day, 7:00 p.m.

Hew Faith
Methodist Church

"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

Sunday School .

to add the word very,
because God is not just
good, He is very good, hal
lelujah, hallelujah.
God does not switch in
and out with us because He
is unchangeable and He
gave the devil (the little
god) rule over this world.
But, but, but, He gave us,
joint heirs with His son
Jesus, authority (rule) over
the devil. We all should
praise God in the name of
Jesus for knowing that we
are His righteousness and
we are no longer in the
world but of the world for a
season because we are
going somewhere. We are
the redeemed of the Lord.
Jer. 33:3, says that we
can call upon Him and He
will answer and show us
great and mighty things
because He and only He is
able to keep us and to keep
us from falling. If we only
believe and never doubt.
We must know that God is
triie to His word that
extends from generation to
generation without end.
God does good things for
us because we are His and
the close we grow to Him
and in Him, He will not
withhold any good thing
from us, He’ll do it again
and again and again.
We concluded morn
ing
service
with
Communion after a beauti
ful Altar call, in which two
people were added to the
house of the Lord. We vent
out singing and praising
God for the blood that cov
ers us and agreeing to meet
again at 7:30 in the name
of Jesus our Lord.
We pray God’s bless
ings upon you in the name
of Jesus, from the hearts of
Pastors J. and J. Williams.

New
Philadelphia
Community
Church---------

“One. lUeekJroin church mattes one wcah.”
r

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal
Church
"We're Busy as Bees But Sweet As Honey"

Bishop Ronald Moten, Pastor
Alfreda Moten, Co-Pastor

912 Third Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089

Bishop Ronald Moten and the Wings of Faith Church Family would
lihe to extend to you a personal invitation to worship with us during
ar scheduled times:

Sunday School

Rev. Roosevelt Hardy
Pastor
...

Church School ........................ 9;qq a
New Member Class . . . • ■ • 9:00 A.M.
Morning Worship. .

n
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Greater Mount Zion AME Church
And above all things,
have fervent love for one
another, for "love" shall
cover a multitude of sins 1 Peter 4:8.
On Sunday, July 7,
Pastor Williams preached
word to God's people was
"Four Characteristics of
Love" which are (1) love
covers, (2) love gives with
out grumbling, (3) love
ministers and (4) love glo
rifies.
Pastor Clarence Wil
liams, Officers and the
entire Mt. Zion AME
Church family invites you
to worship with us on
Sunday, July 14 at our 7:30
and 11:00 a.m. Worship
Services. Pastor Williams
will proclaim the Preached

Word at both services, and
the Male Chorus will lift
their voices in praise songs
throughout the day. Our
Church School begins at
9:30 a.m. You are welcome
to all our Church activities.
Our Vintage Adult
Bible Ministry (55 and
over), invites one and all to
come and visit with us each
Wednesday from 11:00
a.m. - 1:00 p.m. for Bible
study, and enjoy a nourish
ing meal as we fellowship
one with the other.
The O. L. Nicks
Missionary Society will be
observing its "Night in
White" on Sunday, July 21,
at 4:00 p.m. We are inviting
everyone to come out and
enjoy this evening with Us.

Our Summer Revival
starts on July 28-31, with
Rev. Henry Green of
Mount Hermon AME
Church, Opa-Locka, FL.,
as our guest Evangelist.
Please mark your calendars
and plan to attend this
exciting and spirit filled
worship service.
The
Harvest
Committee is sponsoring
its second Gourmet Chefs
Delight on Sunday, August
11 at 1:00 p.m.. All men are
asked to prepare your most
scrumptious dish. The
Harvest Committee is also
planning an Evening of
Gospel, Elegance, and Fine
Dining at Banquet Masters
on Friday, September 6, at
7:00 p.m. Please mark your

All Nations Church of God By Faith
3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
327-5926 * 327-2656
Sunday School............................................... 9:30a.m.
Morning Worship................................................11a.m.
Ntght Worshlp............ 7 p.m.
Tuesday Bible Class................
8 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting..................... 8 p.m.
Friday Tarry Service.................
8 p.m.
Saturday Sabbath School......... ........... 11 a.m.

Please Email All
Religious News to
The Weekly Challenger
by Noon on Monday.

Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

Moore’s Chapel
AME Church

if

calendars for this evening
of elegance.
We invite you to come
go with us on the road
again as we worship with
St. Mark AME Church here
in St. Petersburg, with Rev.
Keturah Pittman, Pastor on
Sunday, August 25, at 4:00
p.m.
Our thought for this
week: "God sees every
imperfection that we have,
yet He maintains His com
mitment to love the unlove
ly." Be Blessed and have a
wonderful week! Thank
you!

Rev. James T. Blount - Pastor
Sunday Worship - 8:00 and 11:00 a.m.

North Central FL
Religious News
Mt. Zion African
Methodist Episcopal
Church----------------------On Saturday, July 13,
2002, Bro. Larry Chesteen,
Director of the newly
organized auxiliary group
at Mt. Zion, "The Sons of
Allen", is inviting all men
(young & old) to meet at
the church for a planning
meeting beginning at 9:00
A.M. A continental break
fast will be served. This
group will be in charge of
the 11 a.m. worship service
on Sunday, July 21. Help
them to make their first
effort a success!
We're still encouraging

increased attendance at our
church school each Sunday
at 9:15 a.m. If transporta
tion is needed, call the
church at (352)796-1955
and leave a message; or
you may call Pastor
Lowery at (727) 866-0126.
May God bless you,
and remember you are wel
come anytime at "the little
church on the hill." Mt.
Zion African Methodist
Episcopal Church, 8160
W.P.A. Road, Brooksville,
FL., Rev. Marvin R.
Lowery, Pastor.

God Knows Best
Our Father knows what’s
best for us
So why should we complain
\X/e always want the sun
shine.
But He knows there must t»e
rain
and so He tests us often with
sickness and with pain.
Not to hurt or punish us, but
so that we may gain strength
to meet with
courage life’s troubles, trials
and sorrow, knowing there
awaits us
the Joy of God’s tomorrow.
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Pentecostal Temple
COG 1C Excited About
Vacation Bible
School----------------------"For the LORD gives
wisdom, and from his
mouth come knowledge
and understanding." Proverbs 2:6 NIV
Pastor
William
Anderson and the Vacation
Bible School staff invite
the community to come
and be blessed as we
explore "Survival Skills
for Life From Proverbs."
That is the theme for this
year’s Vacation Bible
School. The coordinator,
Missionary
Rhonda
Anderson, has worked dili
gently to make this the best
VBS ever. Classes have
been designed for ages 36, grades 1-12, a young
men’s class and a com
bined class for the adults!
Our staff of teachers (sev
eral of which are employed
by the Pinellas County

School system) include,
Mrs. April Ash, Mrs. Lillie
McFarley, Ms. Gussie
Jackson, Mrs. Altrell Ellis,
Ms. Jackqulyne Anderson,
Ms. Sherita Anderson, and
Dec. Sam Holcombe, Jr.
Minister John Green of
New Life Fellowship will
be the guest teacher for our
young men’s class.
Bring the family for an
exciting fun-filled week of
singing, crafts and learning
from
God’s
Word.
Vacation Bible School will
be held on Monday, July
15 through Thursday, July
18 from 6:30 p.m. until
8:30 p.m. and Friday, July
19 from 6:30 p.m. until
9:00 p.m.
Refreshments will be
served each night for those
in attendance.

GOD BLESS!!

Sunday School (all ages) - 9:30a.m.
Noon Day Prayer/Bible Study - Wednesday -12:00 p.m.

God Works Ip Mysterious Ways!

Bible Study - Wednesday - 7:00 p.m.

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church

3037 - Fairfield Avenue south
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

(727) 321-3545
“Where The Word Is Changing Lives”

Prayer Tower Church Of God In Christ
1135 37th Street South, St.
Pete, FL

St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
505 - 35th Street S
............................. 7:45 a.m.
Morning Worship .
Sunday School .... ............................. 9:15 a.m.
10:50 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship
.5:00 p.m.
Baptist Training Union
.Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
Bible Study/Prayer Service . .Thursday 7:30 p.m.
...

.Come ioin. iyspt the Church where everyone is Welcome!

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 896-5228
Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor

Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Sunday School 10 a.ih.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church

Pentecostal fenfple Clfurcli of God ip Christ

3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER
4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

GRACE
FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

Except God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.

F
E
L
L

Sunday School......... .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship............ 1HOO a.m.

O
W

Phone
(813) 328-9412

S
H
I
P

NURSERY AND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

ELIM

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church

801 - 6th Avenue S„ St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-5246 / 823-1619
SATURDAYS
Sabbath School: 9 am
Morning Worship: 11 am
Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before
Sunset
WEDNESDAY
Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM
ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

10:00
11:30
7:30
7:30
5:45

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.

St. Joseph Church

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Community Bible Study Tuesday
Prayer & Bible Study
Wednesday
Intercessory Prayer
Saturday

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg

“A church working togetherfor the upbuilding of (Jod’s kingdom*

The cfutrch where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives.

CENTER

SERVICE
Sunday School
9:30-10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30
< Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 550-0388
Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor

Ps. 127:1

1

GRACE

Sunday Services:
Church School .................................................................................... 9am
Praise & Worship Services . . ... . ... . . . ... . . . 10:30am
Tuesday Services:
, : ' T
JErayer.Service ... . . . . . , . . . ...... . , . . ............... .. .6:30pm
Bible Study............................................................... ........................... 7pm
Join us as we Cift up the. name ofJesus

■

Sunday Masses Are At:
9 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Gospel Choir 9 a.m.
Traditional Choir 11 a.m.

Father Callist Nyambo, Pastor

With Allah’s Name, The Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redeemer

Masjid Al-Muminin
Islamic Services
Jumuah Prayer - Friday T:30 p.m. 1
Qur'anic Study - Sunday 11:00 a.m.
Taleem -12:00 p.m.

Travelers Rest
MISSIONARY BAPTIST

Church

Imam Wilmore Sadiki
3762 -18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711

2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 824-6021
Mid-Morning Worship Service . .10:45 a.m.
O'.3n n m
Sunday School...............
Rev. Donald
Prayer/Praise Service (Wt
F. Browne

___

(727) 327 - 8483

BREAKTHROUGH CHRISTIAN CENTER

"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

1940 - 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 32 l-4986/888-447-PRAY (7729) * Fax (727) 321-3937
Website; www.breakthrougbcc.com • E-mail: pastor@breakthroughcc.com

"PROPHETIC FIRE IS FALLING15

Friendship

LOPL

TAPE MINlSTRY/PYNAMlC PRA1SE & WORSH1P'
PRAYER 30 MINUTES
BEFORE EVERY SERVICE
Sunday Service 8:30 AM
"Power Breakthrough Service" 11:00 AM
"A Night of Prophecy" @7:30 PM Sunday
TUESDAY "WORD EXPLOSION" - 7:30 PM
FRIDAY "JUBiLEE SERVICE" 7:30 PM
"YOUTH 1N ACTION" - Saturday, 6 PM
NURSERYZTODDLER M1N1STRY (5 & under)
SUNDAY SERVICES ONLY

Missionary Baptist
3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300
Pastor John A. Evans
inday 7:45 AM and
11 AM Worship
inday School 9:30 AM
ednesday
Noonday Bible Study and
tursday

Bread of Life
Prayer and Bible Study 7 PM
also Youth Enrichment Hour

955 - 20th Street South
St, Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311
www.mzprogressive.org

RADIO MINISTRY-WRXB-1590 AM
Monday through Friday 6:00-6:15 AM
Sundays 9:30-10:00 AM
WTAN-T340 AM Sundays 4:30-5 PM

Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

PASTOR/PROPHET
GLENN MILLER

COME AS YOU ARE - NO DRESS CODE

HA Place ofHealing and Restoration”

V
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Prayer Tower Church
Travelers’ Rest
Missionary Baptist Of God In Christ, Inc.
“It is a good thing to At
4:30
service,
Church---------------------Welcome to Travelers’
Rest Missionary Baptist
Church, the Church where
Christ is the center of
attraction and the word of
God is preached!
, Early
morning
Contemporary Service is
held each Sunday at 8 a.m.
Praise and Worship led by
aur anointed Praise Team.
Pastor Browne will preach
the morning sermon. At
?:30
a.m.,
Life
Development
Sunday
School. Classes are availible for all age groups.
At 11 a.m., our
Traditional
Worship
Service:
Deacon/Deaconess
Ministry leading devotion
al service. Mass Choir will
sing praises to God. Usher
Ministry #2 will serve and
Men’s Ministry will greet
all parishioners.
“We will bless the Lord
at all times: His praises
shall continually be in our
mouths.” We are excited
about our musical work
shop - “Celebrating the
Blessings of Christ through
Song” July 12, 7-9:30 p.m.
and July 13, 10 a.m. until 2
p.m.
Brother
Julius
Anderson of Soul Harvest
Fellowship will be the
workshop
facilitator.
Celebrating the fruits of
labor with a concert,
Saturday evening, July 13
at 7 p.m. All are welcome
to participate and attend
this most dynamic spiritual
program.
A Bus Trip to Sawgrass
yElW^f^eTTl'n'7Jhiy'27?;W
'■being sponsored by the
* Pastor’s Anniversary com£mittee. We will depart
‘Travelers’ Rest at 5 a.m.
/Please call and reserve
"your seat. For advance
fcticket or information, con
tact Sister Helen Williams
! or Laura Anderson at 82214869 Or 321-0621.

Weekly Activities:
Thurs., July 11: Mid:Day Bible Study, 11 a.m.
(An in-depth study of the
; scriptures) and Nursing
1 Home visitation. Mass
< Choir rehearsal, 7 p.m.

Fri., July 12: Youth
Department Musical work
shop, 7-9:30 p.m.
Sat., July 13: Sunday
School Teachers’ meeting,
10 a.m. Youth Department
Musical workshop, 10 a.m.
- 2 p.m. Concert, 7 p.m.
Wed., July 17: 5:30
p.m., Youth Department
Choir rehearsal. 7 p.m.,
Youth Development. 7
p.m., Adult Bible Study.
Transportation service
will be arranged for your
convenience. Please con
tact the Church Office
(822-4869) the day prior to
any scheduled service and
not later than 12 noon on
Saturdays.
“When praises go up,
blessings come down.”

Give God Thanks
This Sunday For
Life, Health and
Strength!!

give thanks unto the Lord,
and to sing praises unto thy
name, O most High."
Psalms 92:1
Supt. Elder Clarence
Welch and the Prayer
Tower COGIC church fam
ily, welcomes you with
open arms to worship with
us at any time. We encour
age your continued patron
age, love, fellowship and
support of our church.
Remember that Prayer
Tower is the Tower of
Power, so you will be
uniquely Blessed!
Our Mission Itinerary
Assessments can be
turned in to Sis. Bryant or
Sis. H. Boykins.
On July 13, 2002, the
Boys Club will meet at the
church at 10 a.m. and the
Inspirational Choir will
have its concert at 7 p.m.
On July 14, 2002, we
will celebrate Awards Day
at the 11:30 a.m. service.

Pentecostal
Temple
COGIC,
with
Elder
William Anderson and con
gregation, will begin our
Pastor’s 38th Anniversary
Services. Our pastor and
pastor’s banquet dinner
committee thanks everyone
who participated in the pas
tor’s banquet. It was a huge
success. We also encourage
everyone to participate
with us from July 15-21,
2002, 7:30 p.m. nightly,
honoring our pastor on his
38th anniversary.
Lastly, our Vacation
Bible School will convene
on July 29-August 2, 2002.
Remember to pray for
our sick and shut-in mem
bers, pray and study the
word of God constantly. If
God be for us, who can
stand against us? Let
everything that has breath
Praise The Lord!

The Lord Is Great ai)d His Mercies Uijdureth Forever!
Earth Mission Miracle Temple Of Deliverance

Church School.........9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship.,..11 ;00 a.rn.
8.T.U...........
Evening Worship..... 6:00 p.m.
Tuesday Evening
Bible Class........... .7:30 p.m.

Wednesday Youth
Rehearsai...44,v.....5:30 p.m.
Thursday Prayer & Church
School Study..........7:30 p.m.
1st & 2nd Saturdays SR.
Choir Rehearsal....11:00 a.m.

Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church

Sunday Morning Worship

10 a.m.

Church School & Prayer
9 a.m.
Weekly Bible Study Tuesdays 7 p.m.
Ministerial Class Thursdays 6 p.m.
Cultural Arts Programs After School

26U 5th. Si* St. Petersburg, FL 33711 .

Mon.. Wed., Friday - 6:00pm - 8:00pm
, Free Registration
For more informal ion, contact
Deborah R. Green, Executive Director,
an (727) 821-9472

Church Phone: (727) 323-3210
Pastor’s Office: (727) 895-9591
Rev. Constance D. Samuels • Pastor

Bus ministry provided for all services • Your pretence is welcomed

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ
419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838

1800 -18th Avenue S.', St. Petersburg, FL

The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer 9:00am
Weds. -Family Worship 7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning W°rship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm
Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Reg. Bragg L Turner, Pastor
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.
'The Church That's Moving Forward Together"

B|IBlBlBlBJBigjgjBiagJBiaBJBIBJBlBlBlBigiBiaBJBjgjBlgiBJBIBlBlBlBlBJBlBlBOBlBlBlBJBJBlBlBlBlBIBJBlBlBJBfBl5JBlBlBl 0
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Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser

1

HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?
Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God Given Power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

I
!

1
I

1
I
l
I was having bad luck, mis
erable and it seemed like

Don't fail to call or write to her today.

everything was against
me.Just a few visits to Rev.

i

y

Send Self-Addressed Envelope

Mother Superior Williams

a good home and good man

i
S

who loves me.
- Hillary Williams

1

(813) 874-5581

1

0

0

' St. John Missionary Baptist Church
1500 N. Pennsylvania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6056
Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor
Sunday Services

Sunday Service .......................................................... 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School ................................................
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ........................................... -.11:00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union .............
5:00 p.m.
Bible Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

Trinity PresbyteriAn Church

‘The church where everybody is somebody and Christ is ad.

2830 - 22nd Avenue South • St Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727)327-8560
9:00 AM.............. ,................................................. Prayer Time gjjg
mr
9:30 AM............... ............................ ............. Sunday School
11:00 AM.............
........ ............Worship
12:30 PM......................... ....... ............After Service Fellowship
Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bible Study

■

Dr. Frederick D.
Terry

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
930 - 18th Street South

St. Petersburg, Florida

Morning Worshi.......... ........................................................................ 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School..................... .............................................................. . 9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship.................................................................... 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed............................... ...7:00 p.m.
Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.
For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.

PJeatasit (fave- AfMumaMf

20th Street
Church Of
Christ
820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

a

Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning Bible Class . .
Sunday Morning Worship ....
Ladies Bible Class Monday
Sunday Evening Worship .........
Monday Evening Bible Class . . .
Wednesday Evening Bible Class

. . 9:00 a.m.
.10:30 a.m.
. .7:00 p.m.
. .5:00 p.m.
. .7:00 p.m.
. .7:00 p.m.

Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

SUNDAY

TUESDAY

Bible Study 7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY

Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.
PRAYER TIMES

If you would like to come to church and do not have a way, call
327-0997.

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

‘“To (fod Be. The (ffory”

Greater Mt. Zion
African Methodist
Episcopal Church

Sunday School 10:00 a m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.

Sundays 7:45 a.m.

"Soaring Higher in
Christ Jesus"

Saint Mark
African Methodist Episcopal Church
• Sunday- Church School,
• Sunday- Worship Service,
• Tuesday- Operation "BIG EAR”,

9:45am
11:00am
6:00pm- 7:00pm

Spiritual Counseling

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

1820 Walton Street S„ St. Pete, FL 33712
(813\327-0593
Sunday School: 9.30 a.m.
Morning Worship: 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.

Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor

RADIO BROADCAST

2550 9th Avenue S. St. Petersburg, FL

• Wednesday- Prayer Meeting & Bible Study,
•. Thursday- Tutoring for K thru 5th,
6:30pm- 7:30pm
• Friday- Great Book Review for Youth, 7:00pm
• Saturday- Young Men's Bible Study, "Teen Word"

StewART-Isom MemoriAL Christian Methodist
EpiscopAl Church

327-0997

Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour before
service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

7:00pm- Until

Christ Gospel Church
2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712

Gkutek

Early Morning Worship.
........................... 7:00 a.m.
Sunday School.............
........................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.........
.......... .,........;....,10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union..
........................... 4:30 p.m.
Communion................
....... 7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays............. .................................. ........7:30 p.m.

Rev. Joseph Gordon

Rev.

!
I

3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

Weekly Services

You are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel
and a Christian community for everyone

i
I

Rev. Mother Superior Williams

and now I'm doing fine with

1

i

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene
mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or
false; How to gain the love you most desire; Control or influence
the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky I
numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She
i
will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
1
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of
all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to
remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
helped and freed from all your troubles?

1
along with his lovely wife
Kalen. Please come show
some love for them.
We at Emmanuel want
to thank you all for your
prayers, as we are yet
laboring in the vineyard.
We are also excepting
donations toward our
building fund. You may
mail your donations to:
Emmanuel C. F. Church,
P.O. Box 15993, St.
Petersburg.
FL.33733.
May God bless you real
good. Our prayers are with
the sick and shut-ins, also
the bereaved families. To
God be the Glory for Great
things He has done.

i

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS

I

1

in action for Christ.
Vacation Bible School
begins, Mon. Julyl5-19,
@6:30-8:30p.m. Everyone
is welcome to come out
and learn with us, for the
Sunday School, and Youth
Ministry, has worked very
hard to prepare the table
before us. We hope to see
you there.
Saturday, July 13 is still
"YOUTH FUN DAY"
Come out and have some
fun and show some Love
to our youth in supporting
them in having fun in Jesus
Christ. On Sunday, July,
21st our own Youth Pastor,
Elder Lawrence Range,
Sr., will be Appreciated,

" The Church Where The Anointing Makes
The Difference"

2051 - 9th Avenue South, St Petersburg, FL 33712
Rev. EG. Jackson, Pastor
(813) 822-2455

Emmanuel Christian Fellowship
Church —r—------------------------ —
JUDGE me, O LORD,
for I have walked in mine
integrity: I have, trusted
also in the LORD; there
fore I shall not slide Psalms 26:1.
Pastor Evans, preached
very softy but with power
from on high. As he taught
us from the word of GOD,
there was a word for every
one of us. Even the little
ones listened with anticipa
tion.
■is-- Exerting-^ things are
happening at Emmanuel in
Christ Jesus. Sis. Nadine
Gant and Choir #one really
blessed everyone 's heart
with "He's An On Time
God." I think everyone
could be a witness to the
fact. Once again we invite
you to worship and Praise
God with us.
On Sunday, July 14th,
it's Youth Sunday and the
Youth Ministry is in charge
of, the Worship Service
along, with the Holy Spirit.
Please come out and share
with us and see our youth

--------

PEACEFUL ZION M.B. CHURCH

Each 2nd and 4th Saturday of the month

9:00am- 10:00am

Pastor Keturah
D. Pittman

(727) 867-2400

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church
3455 - 26th Avenue South • St Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327-0554

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Clarence Williams,
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Pastor
Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon

"Church of The Open Door"

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
("The church with a heart in the heart of the city")

2232 62nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

Marvin

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship:
8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/
Praise & Prayer 7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
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WOMAN’S WORLD
Women’s Group Wins
Honors_____________
ST. PETERSBURG Mid-Day Business and
Professional
Women’s
Club (BPW) of St. Pe
tersburg is Florida’s top
BPW local organization
for 2001-2002, an award
announced at the Florida
Federation of Business and
Professional
Women’s
Clubs (BPW/FL) confer
ence in Palm Beach Gar
dens, Florida, on June 22.
"We are thrilled to be
selected," says Mid-Day
BPW president Cory Adler-Leidersdorff, who is
also director of develop
ment and fundraising for
the Center Against Spouse
Abuse (CASA) in St.
Petersburg.
"Our members are ac
tive as leaders in commu
nity, business, and civic
groups, and our club has
been successful in raising
money for breast cancer
research, scholarships for
women and graduating
high school seniors, and
programs for youths, among other community
activities."
The state award also
cited Mid-Day BPW’s
leadership role in piloting
a national BPW project
called "WOMENomics,"
focused on economic is
sues for working women.
In St. Petersburg, Mid-Day
formed a partnership with
the City of St. Petersburg,
the St. Petersburg Area
Chamber of Commerce

and University of South
Florida St. Petersburg to
launch the WOMENomics
program in 2001.
Alizza Punzalan, devel
opment director for St.
Petersburg Free Clinic,
was picked as Florida’s top
Young Careerist for the
year. She will represent
Florida at BPW’s national
convention in New Or
leans this month.
At the state conference,
Tami Simms-Powel, own
er of Graphic Strategy, was
elected as first vice presi
dent of BPW/FL Christine
Lippard Weigle, Director
of Family Resources, was
elected as second vice
president of the BPW/FL
Education Foundation and
will serve as state Indi
vidual Development Com
mittee chair for 20022003. Carolyn Wiggins,
vice president and trust
officer for SunTrust Bank,
was re-elected recording
secretary of the Education
Foundation, and Tina J.
Levy, president of G.I.V.E.
Service, Inc., will serve as
state Young Careerist
Committee chair.
Mid-Day BPW of St.
Petersburg
meets
at
Orange Blossom Catering
on the first and third
Thursdays of the month.
For information on attend
ing a meeting or to make
reservations, call Carolyn
Wiggins, at 727-892-4694.

B-CC Mourns The Loss of Alumni Director
Pinkie English Walker Bonaparte Oliver
DAYTONA BEACH A long-standing adminis
trator and prominent com
munity leader, Pinkie Bon
aparte Oliver, Director of
Alumni Affairs at BethuneCookman College, died on
Wednesday, July 10. She
was 65.
Her outstanding 29year tenure at BethuneCookman began in 1973
with an appointment as
female dormitory director
and counselor. She later
served as a career coun
selor in the office of career
planning and placement
and in 1986 was appointed
the director of alumni
affairs, a position that
placed her in continuous
contact with B-CC alumni
all over the world. In this
role she implemented stra-

tegies to benefit alumni
giving and significantly
increased their levels of
giving.
Mrs. Oliver graduated
from Bethune-Cookman
College in 1961 and re
ceived the master of sci
ence degree in education
from Florida Agricultural
and Mechanical University
in 1977. Prior to returning
to B-CC, she led a notable
career as a medical tech
nologist for the New York
City Health Department
where she specialized in
the areas of Mycology,
Bacteriology and Serology.
A recipient of the Be
thune-Cookman College
President's Staff of the
Year award and the Col
lege's Total Family award,
Mrs. Oliver's passing has

Pinkie Bonaparte
Oliver
deeply impacted the entire
College family.
"Mrs. Oliver will long
be remembered for her
untiring service to our
beloved institution, which
she rendered in a spirit of
immeasurable devotion
and faithfulness," said BCC President, Dr. Oswald

P. Bronson, Sr. "She has
left a legacy that will serve
as a perpetual beacon light
for all of us to remember,
emulate and share with
present and future genera
tions."
A life member of the
Bethune- Cookman Col
lege National Alumni As
sociation, Mrs. Oliver re
ceived the Shafts of, Light
Award in 1998, the highest
award given to an alumnus
who best demonstrates the
spirit and philosophy of
. College founder, Dr. Mary
McLeod Bethune. This
individual should also have
shown the "ability to turn
hardships, frustration, dis
appointments and confu
sion into Shafts of Light."
She also received the
National Alumni Associa-

tion for Equal Opportunity
in
Higher
Education
(NAFEO) Distinguished
Alumnus award.
"Mrs. Oliver was a true
friend and mentor," said BCC National Alumni Pre
sident, Myrtle Burrell
Brown. "She was one of
the most genuine, compas
sionate, and devoted alum
nus I had the privilege of
knowing and working
with. The love she had for
her fellowman and Be
thune-Cookman College
was infectious. The Na
tional Alumni Association
has lost a jewel."
A native of Lake City,
Florida, Mrs. Oliver spent
her life advocating com
munity service through her
involvement with the
Gamma Tau chapter of

Alpha Kappa Alpha So
rority, Incorporated, the
National Council of Negro
Women (NCNW) and the
National Association for
the Advancement of Col
ored People (NAACP) and
her church, Stewart Me
morial United Methodist.
Mrs. Oliver was mar
ried to Samuel W. Oliver
and is survived by their
three children: Michelle
Bell, Samuel Oliver, Jr.
and Countess OliverRittman. Memorial service
information is pending.
Thompson Funeral Home
located at 901Dr. Mary
McLeod Bethune Boule
vard in Daytona Beach, is
in charge. For more infor
mation, call 386-253-1651.

New Book Addresses Sexual Abuse---------------HARTFORD, CT - "I
know too many women
who have endured sexual
abuse and wondered what
would happened if they
met by happenstance-and
most importantly, how they
would act toward each
other," said Traci Marquis,
discussing her new novel
that tackles the issue of
sexual abuse. "I Can'tCry:
A Journey from Shame to
Redemption" follows three

women making a complete
break with their former
lives: Kendall, an AfricanAmerican rising star in the
business world who inex
plicably walks away;
Raven, a Canadian who
finds safety in an unknown
country; and Destiny, a
Cuban-American who dyes
her hair blonde and leaves
Miami-and the security of
her father's money.
At graduate school in

New York City, they strug
gle with class rivalries, job
hunting and running into
Mr. Wrong more often than
Mr. Right. But each can't
forget the shameful secret
of sexual abuse that fol
lows them to their place
of refuge. The three wo
men discover they aren't
alone in locking their sto
ries away from friends and
families-and in refusing to
admit even to themselves

the reason that keeps them
running. Wise, heartfelt
and compelling, I Can't
Cry reveals the unspoken
intersection of business,
sex, race and social man
ners, and ultimately, tells a
story of hope for those fac
ing the complicated dance
of women's friendship and
the constant task of just
surviving.
"Traci Marquis is one
of the most promising first-

time authors to emerge in
contemporary
women's
fiction today. She presents
a new breed of heroine in
Kendall Reeves as she
struggles to find the kind
of young professional she
is, amidst the trials and
tribulations of being fe
male," said Margie Walker,
author of Remember Me.
"I Can't Cry is a fast, pow
erful read, grounded in
reality that saturates the

reader in sentiment, crisis
and delight. You won't be
disappointed!"
Traci Marquis holds a
J.D. from the University of
Texas at Austin and a
LL.M. from Columbia
University in New York
City. She currently resides
with her’ husband in Hart
ford, Connecticut, where
she practices law and is
currently working on her
second novel.

2002B SHIP-Assisted Loan Programs for First-Time Home Buyers
Pinellas & Pasco Counties
(or cannot have owned a home in the last three years)

Low 30 Year Interest Rates
• Only 2% cash contribution required for FHA loans and 3% for conventional loans.

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

Completion of approved home buyer education seminar prior to closing is required.

Purchasers receive an additional 5% of purchase price FREE
to help with down payment and closing costs.

If your household income is at or below:
1 Person - $28,300

4 Person - $40,400

2 Person - $32,300

5 Person - $43,650

3 Person - $36,350

Home ownership is a possibility in 2002!

Step Up To The Plate And Hit A ’’HOME” Run!

1-800-806-5154
SHIP Assisted loans in Pasco and Pinellas counties made possible from funds contributed by the City of St. Petersburg, City of Clearwater, Pasco County, and Pinellas County.

Housing Finance Authority of Pinellas County
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NATIONAL NEWS
EEOC Sues United Airlines For Racial Harassment
CHICAGO - The U.S.
Equal Employment Opp
ortunity
Commission
(EEOC) today sued United
Airlines, one of the nation’s
largest air carriers, for sex
ual harassment, racial
harassment, and retaliation
under Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964.
The suit charges that
United, based in Chicago,
discriminated against a
Black female
"ramp"
employee
at
O’Hare
International Airport by

racial and sexual harass
ment - including repeated
use of the "N-word" and
other racial epithets - and
retaliating against her for
complaining about that
unlawful conduct.
EEOC's administrative
investigation, which pre
ceded the lawsuit, indicated
that the employee's super
visor referred to her by the
"N-word" and made other
racially offensive state
ments on a regular basis.
According to the suit, the

employee was retaliated
against after complaining
about the discrimination.
The retaliation includ
ed
being
repeatedly
assigned to work entire
days in the "rear pit"of air
liners at one of the busiest
gates - a baggage handling
job which cannot be
worked standing up and
which is normally rotated
among crew members at 45
minute or hourly intervals and, ultimately, fired ffom
her job at O'Hare.

John P. Rowe, EEOC's
District
Director
in
Chicago, managed the
investigation. Rowe said:
"The racial and sexual
harassment here appears to
be as egregious as any we
see. It's shocking that it's
going on at an employer of
the size and sophistication
of United."
Rowe added: "What is
just as troubling is that
when the victim com
plained, the employer
responded by reaching out
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business, it violates federal
law. No employer can
expect a pass. EEOC will
not stand by."
In its lawsuit, EEOC
seeks compensatory and
punitive damages and an
injunction
prohibiting
harassment and discrimina
tion in the future. The suit
was assigned to Judge
Suzanne B. Conlon of the
Northern
District
of
Illinois, Eastern Division,
and designated case No. 02
C 4594. The Commission

filed suit after its concilia
tion efforts failed to reach a
voluntary pre-litigation set
tlement.
The EEOC is responsi
ble for enforcing Title VII
of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, as amended, which
prohibits employment dis
crimination based on race,
religion, sex or national
origin; the Age Discrimi
nation in Employment Act
of 1967, as amended, the
Equal Pay Act of 1963; and
Title I of the Americans

with Disabilities Act,
which prohibits employ
ment discrimination on the
basis
of
disability.
Additional
information
about EEOC is available on
the agency's web site at
www.eeoc.gov.

There’s A
Reason To
Read
The
Weekly
Challenger

Develop Wealth, Diminish Debt,
And Declare Financial Freedom!

8DPA tefemjsfez? Technctogy ThougAf Leaders

SPO&BR

to retaliate against her and,
finally, by just getting rid
of her."
The EEOC Regional
Attorney in Chicago, John
C. Hendrickson, said of the
case: "You can't live or
work in Chicago without
United Airlines being a part
of your life, so what went
on in this case strikes very
close to home. Whether
this kind of virulent dis
crimination occurs at one
of our largest leading
employers or in a small

8DRA 2002 24TH ANNUAL NATIONAL CONFERENCE
RHONE: <800> 72T-SDPA
FAM: (301 > 220418® WEBSITE: WWWBDWLORG
8401 Golden Triangle Drive, Suite 450, Greenbelt, MD 20770

NEW YORK, NYEscaping from the financial
chains of debt is priority
number one for Henri
Hammond, featured with
his family on the July 2002
cover of BLACK ENTER
PRISE. Hammond, at age
31, had managed to amass
debt totaling $53,000, but
with hard work, solid
financial planning, and a
wealth development strate
gy, he is slowly returning
from the black hole of lia
bility. In "Striving to be
Debt Free," BE offers its
readers the straightforward
story, detailing how the
Hammonds are destroying
their debt, restructuring
their finances, and achiev
ing long-term goals, prov
ing that everyone can
become debt free! (Pg. 60)
Hip-hop artists like
Will Smith, Ja Rule, and
LL Cool J have recently
appeared in some of
Hollywood’s highest gross
ing films. In the second
part of a series on the hip-

hop economy, BE exam artist permission. In "Tech
ines the increasing influ Rocks," BE probes Chuck
ence of the culture on the D, former front man for
$8.4 billion movie industry. hip-hop group Public
In a high-stakes business Enemy, and legendary
where executives covet a musician/producer Nile
sure thing, hip-hop artists Rodgers, concerning their
turned actors have proven innovative new Website
they can attract hordes of upstarts, and Internetyoung black, white, and savvy methods of music
Latino moviegoers. "Hip- distribution, which chal
Hop at the Movies" takes a lenge the music industry
close look at the origin of mainstream one download
hip-hop in films and its at a time. (Pg. 68)
appeal on today’s youth
Never underestimate
culture, while assessing the the power of preparation.
future financial impact and Gathering important finan
mainstream appeal of this cial papers, before they are
cultural phenomenon. (Pg. needed, can save time,
63)
aggravation, and pain for
Everyday millions of loved ones. "Developing
computer users upload, Your Life Plan" continues
download, and share MP3 the
BE
Money
files, high quality, com
Management series with
pressed audio transmitted estate planning strategies to
over the Internet. Most big help make sure that wills,
record labels have fought trusts, insurance policies,
to suppress the commercial and financial statements
use of MP3 technology for are structurally and legally
fear that copyrighted mate sound, and accessible in
rials will be widely distrib times of crisis. (Pg. 77)
uted without company or
Most of today’s top

z
companies have imple
mented diversity programs
based on hiring, support
ing, and utilizing employ
ees with varied back
grounds. However, recent
studies indicate that the
same barriers that have
plagued African Americans
in the past, such as the
glass ceiling and on-the-job
discrimination, continue to
top the list of hindrances in
corporate America today.
Current corporate diversity
programs can’t take the
place of yesterday’s affir
mative action initiatives,
but they can offer some
support. In "Diversity or
Diversion?," BE assembles
a panel of industry insiders
and consultants to shed
some light on these pro
grams and explain how
they can be advantageous
to African Americans. (Pg.
82)
The new issue of
BLACK ENTERPRISE
hits newsstands on July 2,
2002.

Bush Highlights Private-Public
Partnerships To Increase Minority
Homeownership------------------------ ——
WASHINGTON
Housing and Urban Devel
opment Secretary Mel
Martinez Tuesday joined
executives from the Wells
Fargo Home Mortgage
company and the American
Library Association to
announce a national educa
tion campaign, "The Path
to Homeownership Begins
at your library," designed to
help increase minority
homeownership among low
and moderate income

Americans.
"Last month, President
Bush announced ‘Amer
ica’s
Homeownership
Challenge’ and set a goal to
increase the number of
minority homeowners by
5.5 million by the year
2010,"' said Martinez.
"Today's event with Wells
Fargo and the American
Library Association is a
great example of the public
and private sectors working
together to reach this goal."

If you feel you have been wrongfully detained, wrongfully arrested, falsely accused
of shoplifting or even beaten and assaulted while shopping in a Dillard's Department Store,
you may have a claim for the unlawful treatment you received at Dillard's.
The law firm of

Adams, Blackwell & Diaco
Handling personal injury, medical malpractice and catastrophic injury cases.
For a free consultation, please contact our office in Tampa at

(813) 221-8669.
The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based solely upon advertisements.
Before you decide, ask the lawyer to send you free written information about their qualifications and experience.

Wells Fargo Home
Mortgage
and
the
American Library Associat
ion
partnership
are
designed to provide libr
aries nationwide with infor
mation to help educate
potential
homeowners
about financial decisions
related to the homebuying
process.
The partnership fol
lows the Bush Administrat
ion’s announcement of
"America’s
Homeownership
Challenge" - a call to
action by President Bush to
tear down the barriers to
homeownership that face
minority families.
Wells Fargo and the
American Library Associat
ion will provide grants to
libraries in eight cities with
a high concentration of
low- to middle-income
families and minorities.
The participating libraries
will host free seminars
where homebuyers can
learn about the homebuy
ing and mortgage lending
process. The cities include
Atlanta, Boston, Ft. Worth,
Houston, Phoenix, Queens
(borough of NYC), San
Francisco and Washington,
D.C.
During
Tuesday’s
event at the Mt. Pleasant
Library in Washington,

D.C., Martinez highlighted
the Bush Administration’s
homeownership initiatives
including: 1) the American
Dream
Downpayment
Fund, aimed at helping
40,000 families each year
with down payment cost; 2)
a single-family tax credit,
designed to increase the
supply
of
affordable
homes; and, 3) a housing
counseling program to help
families through the home
buying process and to edu
cate
them
against
unscrupulous lenders.
In addition, Martinez
recently unveiled HUD’s
Homebuyer Bill of Rights
and announced steps to
make buying a home less
complicated
and
less
expensive. The proposal is
designed to ensure that
consumers know up front
exactly how much their
home loan is going to cost
and how much is needed at
the time of settlement. This
reform will enable more
Americans to become
homeowners by ultimately
reducing the closing costs.
More
information
about HUD and its pro
grams is available on the
Internet at www.hud.gov.
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ENTERTAINMENT
A Call for Religious Poems
A $1000.00 grand prize
is being offered in a special
religious poetry contest
sponsored by the New
Jersey Rainbow Poets, free
to anyone who has ever
written a poem. There are
50 prizes in all totaling
almost $5000.00.

The deadline for entering is
August 2, 2002.
To enter, send one
poem only of 21 lines or
less: Free Poetry Contest,
103 N. Wood Ave., PMB
70, Linden, NJ 07036. Or
enter on-line www.rainbowpoets.com.

"We think great reli
gious poems can inspire
achievement,"
says
Frederick Young, the orga
nization's Contest Director.
"Our desire is to inspire
amateur poets and we think
this
competition will
accomplish that. Florida

has produced many won
derful poets over the years
and we'd like to discover
new ones from the Saint
Petersburg-area."

Neil Simon's Fools in
Clearwater

Btamcfa and Btaeg — In celebration of Essence week, Toyota Motor Sates, U.S.A., foe. recently sponsored the
Essence. Awards Gospel Branch held in Los Angeles at the world-famous BJS. King’s Blues Club & Restaurant.
Pictured (center) are gospel music legend/Gospocentric recording artist, Tramafoe Hawkins and CEO of Essence
Entertainment, Clarence O. Smith. Also seen are Toyota's Gloria Jahn, Corporate Communications and
Gwllean© Hysaw, Vice President of Diversity.

A Neil Simon play
teeming with zany charac
ters and classic one-liners
unfolds in the Arts
Auditorium
on
the
Clearwater Campus July
11-13. Show times are 7:30
p.m. each evening and 2
p.m. on Saturday afternoon.
Admission is free.
Fools is about a new
teacher named Leon who
comes to a Russian town
cursed with stupidity. He is
hired to teach the lovely but
not too intelligent Sophia.
If he is Successful, the curse
will be lifted and everyone
Will live happily ever after.
"The play is really about
the power of education,"
said the play's director
Scott Cooper. "It's a mod
em fairy tale with lots of
jokes."
Ten SPC theater stu
dents make dp the cast.
Cooper designed the sets
and costumes. The Arts
Auditorium is at 2465
Drew Street.

HAVE AN EVENING OUT ON The Weekly Challenger!
With 3 of Your Family/Friends

Tampa Museum of Art to
show works by SPC
instructor

CALL TODAY TO SEE

Your Tampa Bay D-JR ays take on
3 of the Best Teams in the American League:
The Record-Breaking Seattle Mariners
The High Flying Oakland Athletics or The Boston Red Sox
Lower Box Seats !

Free Parking!

Kevin Grass, a Fine
Arts instructor on the
Clearwater Campus, has
been selected to participate
in the Tampa Museum of

Arts summer exhibition.
His work will be on display
July 13 through Sept. 22
along with art ffom other
artists in the Tampa Bay
area.
If you're headed to
North Carolina for the sum
mer, you can see some of
Grass' landscape paintings
at Blue Spiral One, an
internationally renowned
fine arts gallery in
Asheville. That exhibit runs
through Aug. 24.
New show
Planetarium

at

SPC

"Splendors of the
Summer Sky" is the new
show at SPC's Planetarium.
Shows are at 7 and 8:15
each
Friday
evening
through July 19 on the sec7
ond floor of the Natural
Science Building, which is
on the St. Petersburg/Gibbs
Campus at 69th Street just
north of Fifth Avenue.
Following each show, there
is telescope viewing - if
weather
permits.
Preschoolers cannot be
admitted to the Planetarium
and other children must be
accompanied by an adult.
Like other SPC events, this
show is free.
After July 19, the
Planetarium will close until
late August so that a new
computer system can be
installed.

Personal Concession Attendant!

Your Tickets Are A Phone Call Away — 727-822-8996
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"ranney" will be per
forming his latest and
greatest one man jam And
the Horse You Rode In On,
a celebration of individual
ity, at the Improv in Centro
Ybor on July 23 at 8pm.
Ticket prices are $8.00.
The new show contains
diverse, witty, and raucous
material ffom Tampa's own
veteran standup comedian.
"ranney"s
unabashed
humor will be surrounded
by his audience's favorite
characters (One Good Shoe
- the boisterous, illiterate
newsstand . owner, the
Bishop - the black nation
alistic leader whose philos
ophy is so logical it is
incomprehensible, Door
Matt - the white, suburban
skate rat who unlocks the
secrets of being black.) - all
boasting new material;
there will also be new char
acters for the audience to
meet, along with "ranney"s
astute, room-shaking rants.
"ranney" is currently
performing
as
Antipholus/Adriana and
other characters in Bombitty . of Errors at Chicago
Shakespeare Theatre at the
Navy Pier, and was singled
out by the Chicago Tribune
as "the standout...with a
remarkable
range
of
superbly defined charac
ters." This Bomb-itty cast
was the same cast in
American
Stage's
Shakespeare in the Park hit
show, and they will be at
the Edinburgh Fringe
Festival in August.
"ranney"s other memo
rable appearances were as a
member in the ensemble
for Through Men's Eyes, a
part of the Tampa Bay
Performing Arts Center's
Women's Work Series, the
male characters in The
Center Theater Company’s
Zora
Neale
Hurston,
Toledo in the USF produc
tion of Ma Rainey’s Black
Bottom,and the Bus Man in
Whirligig: the New Rock
Musical. Under his behind
the scenes name, R.M,
Lawrence, "ranney" has
directed several produc-

IT’S BAAACK, MON!

Big tit CM
FWA2W ,VOWOPM-k3&MaV

Local Actor/Comedian
"Ranney" At Centro
Ybor’s Improv------------

Upcoming SPC
Events

FRESH CONCH, MARINATED IN LIME

MID PENINSULA SEAFOOD

JUICE AND SPICES, COMBINED

MARKET & RBTAURANT

WITH LOTS OF FRESH VEGGIES.

2.99

400 - 49th St South
St. Petersburg, FL
327- 8309
328- 8309

6.99

NEED A LAUGH?
KARAOKE!!!
FRIDAYS AT 6:70

Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM
Sunday... Gone Fishin' ■

JVHERE THE LOCALS BUY

DESIGN!

4.99

tions in Florida, including
the original Joe Popp musi
cal Maxwell, produced by
Jobsite Theater and taken
to New York earlier this
year.
In the early 1990’s,
"ranney" shared billing
with such talents as Paul
Mooney (Bamboozled, Def
Comedy
Jam),
Bill
Bellamy (Any Given
Sunday, MTV), Ricky
Harris (Heat, DefComedy
Jam),
and
Martin
Lawrence, "ranney" was
the premiere comedian for
LAFF TUESDAYS, which
was the world famous
Apollo Theatre’s profes
sional comedy club in
Harlem, "ranney" was one
of only a few chosen by the
Apollo for it’s tribute to the
late Robin Harris (Bebe’s
Kids, Mo Better Blues).
During the next couple
of years, "ranney" repeat
edly toured the southeast
ern states as a feature and
headliner for Battsclubs,
Total
Entertainment,
Coconuts Comedy Club,
and Bonkerz. "ranney"
took a seven year hiatus
ffom standup comedy; he
devoted that time as actor,
director, instructor, com
poser, writer, and choreog
rapher in various theatrical
productions in Florida.
"ranney" began his
methodical return to "the
mic" in 1999 with his
"poor" one-man-jam tfilogy^iCpoor" meaning no
fancy costume changes or
set gimmicks). First there
was "ranney" in Surround
Zound at theTampa Bay
Performing Arts Center;
second was A Freakin’
American at the Olympia
Lounge, and finally there
was Pardon Me: I Promise
To Do My Best at both the
Shimberg Playhouse and
Performance
Space
Orlando. As a poet, "ran
ney" performed The Break
of Dawn: Tracing the
Origins of Speech, an
abstract, stream of con
scious language odyssey, at
Tampa Bay Performing
Arts Center, and also won
the top prize at the
Universal Poets spoken
word contest.
"ranney" is completely
back as a full-time stand-up
comedian. Come see this
emerging artist in the bay
area’s best comedy club.
For more information on
And the Horse You Rode In
On, call Gary Menke at
(813)864-4000.

FOR OVER 21 YEARJ

PROFESSIONAL HAIR CARE PRODUCTS
You Can Find These Products At These Locations:

SSSebJTlAUS’-

Carla's Hair Affair

Artistic Hair Fashion

Creative-N-Styie

321-6802

321-4840

321-9322

Yoci's Hair Studio
3284900

Angela's Hair Safari

TaMfla s Hottest Jams

323-4840
C & C Hair Design
447-3090

A-Queen Beauty
' Salon ;
327-5241

Center Stage Unisex Salon
327-4074

Helen's Beauty Salon
327-5182

Robert's Hair Salon

Emerald City

866-7070

447-4548
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SPORTS NEWS
SPCA-Rays
Day at
Tropicana
Field---------♦ Rays vs. N.Y.
Yankees-Sunday, July

28,2002—1:15 p.m.
Pinellas County, FL-On Sunday, July 28th the
concession stand won’t be
the only place you will find
‘hot dogs’ at the ballpark!
SPCA ‘hot dogs’ and ‘cool
cats’ will join the Devil
Rays at the third annual
SPCA Day at Tropicana
Field when the Rays host
the New York Yankees at
1:15 pm.
The Tampa Bay Devil
Rays and the SPCA of
Pinellas County have
teamed up to bring animal
and baseball lovers this
special opportunity. Fans
will meet adoptable dogs
and cats, learn about spe
cial SPCA programs and
enjoy various animal antics
during the pre-game show.
Game goers can even help
the SPCA by dropping off
donations of dog food, cat
food, or pet supplies at the
main gate.
Just before the first
pitch, game-goers will
enjoy a special frisbee dog
demonstration and will
meet VIP (very important
pooches) looking for a
home plate to call their
own. Be sure to visit the
SPCA’s featured pets need
ing homes in the Rotunda
and at the "Beach" seats.
The SPCA needs your
help to hit a grand slam at
this event! Tickets for the
SPCA Day at Tropicana
Field are available for just
$14 from the SPCA! Seven
dollars per ticket pur
chased through the SPCA
will be donated to the shel
ter. You may obtain your
tickets by any of the fol
lowing methods:
• Order tickets online at
www.spcaofpinellas.org
• Phone in order to Debbie
Humes, 727-586-3591 Ext.
136
• Pick up order forms at
SPCA shelter location in
Largo: 9099 130th Avenue
North or Pets at Parkside,
at Parkside Mall, 7200 US
19 N., Pinellas Park
Tickets ordered by July
19, 2002, will be mailed.
Orders placed after July
19th will be available at
Tropicana Field will-call
window on game day.
Don’t delay, call today—
this is sure to be a sell out
game. Come out and cheer
for the RAYS and the
SPCA!

PLEASE
SUPPORTOUR
PAPERBY
SUPPORTING
OUR
ADVERTISERS

“Ballin Out Of Williams from pg. 1
Control”---------------- to much lobbying by ATA ferent.
ATLANTA, GA - It’s
back .... four weeks of “in
your face”, full court
action in July. Currently,
Monday - Friday at 1 p.m.
and 9 p.m. (Eastern
Standard Time) MBC
Network will be “ballin
out of control” with
Summer Slams. Back by
popular demand is live
black college basketball
coverage for the Central
Intercollegiate Athletic
Association (CIAA), MidEastern Athletic Associa
tion (MEAC) and South
western Athletic Associa
tion (SWAC) conferences.
Legendary
sports
broadcaster, Charlie Neal,
whose name is synony
mous with action packed
black college sports will
provide
commentary
throughout the summer
slams series. According to
Neal, national televised
coverage is important in
the future development of
any
sports
program.
“Whether the school is a
HBCU or Ivy League, it is
important for sports pro
grams to receive national
coverage. When Hampton
University made jt into the
NCAA finals a couple of
years ago the school
received a great deal of
national attention. If a
player was wavering
between attending Hamp
ton or a Big 10 school the

national television expo
sure received by Hampton
during the tournament may
have been the deciding
factor. Players want to be
associated with a well
known, winning sports
program in hopes of mov
ing up to the professional
ranks...”
As
part of the
“Summer Slams” promo
tions, MBC Network will
launch its black sports triv
ia contest. Monday thru
Friday during “Summer
Slams” sports trivia ques
tions will be posted at half
time and viewers can
respond by logging on to
the website (www.mbcnetwork.com). Contestants
withe the correct answers
are eligible to win a MBC
Sports Pack loaded with
MBC gear. All those enter
ing the contest qualify for
the grand prize drawing
that includes one pair of
tickets to the basketball
conference tournament of
their choice, hotel accom
modations and other items.
The more viewers that tune
in the more chances they
have to win.

There’s A
Reason To
Read
The Weekly
Challenger

(All
Black
Tennis
Association) officials, and
even white contemporaries,
most
notably,
Alice
Marble. In 1950, she was
the first African-American
to* compete in a major
championship, today’s U.S.
Open. But it would take 5
years before she won a sin
gles major. In 1956, she
won the French Open, and
won both Wimbledon and
the U.S. Open in 1957, and
’58, and then abruptly
retired, at the age of 31
Before she retired, she was
ranked the top female play
er in the world.
Arthur Ashe, a symbol
of grace and dignity in vic
tory and defeat was the
greatest of all AfricanAmerican male tennis play
ers. He too battled discrim
ination, bursting through
racial barriers. In a 10 year
career, he won 3 grand
slam (major) single titles,
and reached the coveted
ranking of #1 in the world
in 1975, after winning
Wimbledon, at the age of
31.
You can’t compare
Gibson’s generation to that
of the Williams’ sisters.
It’s just unfair. Not only
are conditions different, but
the players are different. In
general they’re stronger,
and the equipment makes
the equipment Of that day
look like children’s toys.
The training is radically
different. The circuit is dif

Back then these
tournaments were played
under amateur status; now
they’re professional. That
alone changes the makeup
of participants.
But one thing is unde
niable. The Williams sisters
are real. Barring injury, the
only thing that can stop
them is just how great they
want to become. What
exactly do they want to get
out of tennis, and how long
do they want to stay
around?
Serena, with her con
quest on Saturday, became
one of a handful of players
to win 3 different singles
grand slam tournaments,
the French, U.S. and
Wimbledon
champi
onships. She is now the
best female player in the
world, unseating her sister.
Between them, they’ve
won 7singles grand slams,
and 43 titles, and they’re
only 21 and 22 years of
age.
Critics have a lot to say
about what happens when
they play together, which
they’ve done nine times. I
think it is almost ridiculous
to hurl the accusations that
have been flying around.
How many of those critics
even play tennis, much less
play tennis at the world
class level of the Williams
sisters? How many of those
critics have played against
their siblings in the highest
competitive arenas in the
world, before international

audiences? Step on the
court in their shoes, and get
in their heads, and feel
what’s going on in their
stomachs before you make
judgements.
Amidst criticism of
another all Williams final
being boring, one has to
wonder who believes that.
Certainly not the television
audience. In fact, this years
DOUBLES final which
showcased both sisters on
the same side, drew higher
ratings than the MEN’S

SINGLES Final. During
the MEN’S final, the
overnight ratings were
from 2.6 - 3.1, but during
the WOMEN’S DOU
BLES final, the ratings
ranged from 3.8 - 4.0. Not
to mention the ratings for
the WOMEN’S SINGLES
final between the siblings,
a whopping 4.6 on
Saturday. Now, who’s bor
ing?
The sports world will
continue to see the re-writ
ing of history, and the ten-

nis world will continue to
be in awe of the talent
streaming from these two
ladies’ rackets, for as long
as they want it to continue.
Let’s give credit where
credit is due, and call a
winner when we see one...
or two.

Place
Your
Ad

Mere! !

ATHLETIC O ZONE
Athletic Footwear & Fashion Apparel

FEATURING:
•Platinum
•FuBu
•Sean John
•Phat Farm

I
R

•Jordan
•SnoopDog
I

•Nike
•Timberland

I

Ph: 727-866-6944
2910 54m Avenue South*"St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
Mon - Sat 10AM - 8 PM * Sunday 12Noon - 6PM

FAMILY EYE CARE
DR. DEBORAH FLANAGAN
BOARD CERTIFIED
OPTOMETRIC PHYSICIAN
■ Eye Examinations
■ Eye Diseases
■ Contact Lenses
■ Children's Vision
B Vision Nutrition Therapy

"A Personal Touch from Caring Professionals"

We accept or match most
insurance Vision Care plans.
3160 - 5th AVE. NORTH, SUITE #107 (300 N. Bldg.)

321-6600
AMERICAN EXPRESS - DISCOVER - VISA - MASTERCARD • GIFT CERTIFICATES

Reason number 6:^®^
Bachelor’s degrees.
SPC offers
degrees in
Education, i
Nursing and
Technology j
Management!

SPC also offers:
• Associates in Arts degree
• Associate in Science degrees
• Certifiente programs
So, whether you re looking for
a new career or updating job skill^
SPC 1tas more options for you.

Enroll now!
Classes start Aug. 19.
(727) 341-4SPC
www.spcollege.edu
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Launch Of African Union Shadowed By
"NEPAD"--------------------- ------------------------by Anthony Stoppard
JOHANNESBURG
Foreign ministers meeting
in South Africa concerning
this week's launch of the
African Union will have to
sort out a confusing tangle
of peace and security struc
tures to prevent differences
between member states
ffom deadlocking efforts to
promote good governance
in Africa.
At the heart of the problem
is the relationship between
the African Union (AU)
and the New Partnership
for Africa's Development
(NEPAD).
South Africa and other
countries that have com
mitted themselves
to
NEPAD are pushing for the
Union to adopt the partner
ship as its ecortomic and
social development pro
gram.
However, NEPAD requires
African countries to com
mit themselves to building
political stability and good
governance, in return for
better trade and aid deals
from the industrialized

economies. As a result,
NEPAD will have an
African Peer Review
Mechanism, which will try
and ensure that member
countries implement and
stick to good governance
programs,
and
work
towards the ending of con
flicts on the continent.
There are fears in the
Organization of African
Unity (OAU) bureaucracy - which will be absorbed by
the African Union - that
the NEPAD secretariat will
become an autonomous
structure that will over
shadow the official struc
tures of the Union.
Also, those African coun
tries that are not part of
NEPAD fear that if the
wealthy countries start
channeling their assistance
to the continent through the
partnership, and not the
African Union, then the aid
they are presently receiving
may be under threat.
As a result, explains the
Executive Director of
South Africa's Institute for
Security Studies (ISS)

Jakkie Cilliers, countries
that may be potentially
excluded from NEPAD
because of rights and gov
ernance concerns — like
Zimbabwe, Kenya and
Libya -- are likely to try
and secure key roles in AU
political and security struc
tures.
The African Union is creat
ing a Peace and Security
Council (PSC) that "shall
be a collective security and
early-warning arrangement
to facilitate timely and effi
cient response to conflict
and crisis situations in
Africa."
While it may appear that an
obvious solution is to
merge the NEPAD and AU
structures, Mbeki and other
leading members of the
partnership are keeping
them at arms-length from
each other. Ciller points out
that the negotiation of com
mon definitions of good
governance in the African
Union is likely to be a long
and
painful ' process,
because of the number of
countries involved and

political
differences
between member states.
However, because the
African Union has to repre
sent the whole of the conti
nent, there is no choice but
to start the slow process of
building consensus about
the future of Africa.
However, because mem
bership in NEPAD is vol
untary, and countries know
what standards of political,
economic and social gover
nance they are committing
themselves to up front, the
partnership can
move faster to reach agree
ment on development pro
grams.
The African officials gath
ering in the port city of
Durban only have about a
week to agree on how the
different structures will
work — and fit in with each
other.
This week, the heads of
state of Africa meet to
launch the African Union
and discuss whether or not
to adopt NEPAD as the
Union's development pro
gram.

ANC Vows To Fight
Apartheid "Berlin Wall «■
JOHANNESBERG—
The African National
Congress in South Africa
says it will appeal a deci
sion by opposition-controlled Cape Town to
approve the erection of a
wall between an estate for
black residents and their
more affluent white neigh
bors.
The 340-metre-long
wall, to be built in August,
will separate the residents
of the affluent Kraaifontein
suburb from the 8,500 low
cost houses in neighboring
low-income Wallacedene.
The wall is "appalling,
wrong and immoral", said
the ANC's Western Cape
provincial secretary, Mce
bisi
Skwatsha.
He
described it as an "apart

heid Berlin wall."
The ANC has vowed to
fight the building of the
wall all the way to the
Constitutional Court be
cause it says it violates the
country's constitution.
"The fact that they
want to introduce an elec
tric fence shows just exact
ly what they think of poor
Black
people,"
Mr.
Skwatsha said in a state
ment.
"The Democratic All
iance has finally ex
posed their rotten racist
face with this decision," he
said.
Initially there had been
no plans to surround the
housing development with
a wall, but at last week's
city council executive

meeting, the DA councilor
for the area, Fanie Jacobs,
objected, saying residents
in the area who were rate
payers needed protection.
Mr. Jacobs said the
crime rate in the area was
expected to-increase as
more than 60,000 people
and vehicles would com
mute between surrounding
areas and Wallacedene.
Brian Watkyns, the DA
councilor responsible for
planning and development,
denied the decision to build
the wall was racially moti
vated; saying most of the
residents who requested the
wall were not white.
According to Mr.
Watkyns, one of the main
reasons for building the
wall was to keep out noise.

The issue of fencing
off more affluent areas in
South Africa has become
prevalent especially in the
light of the rising crime
rate. Just last month an
electric fence erected to
keep out 3,000 informal
settlement residents from a
Johannesburg industrial
area, was turned off a day
after it was switched on
following objections from
local government.
And in April part of a
controversial fence cordon
ing off a section of a popu
lar Cape Town beach for
the exclusive use of a pri
vate club's paying patrons
also had to be removed fol
lowing an outcry from
local residents.

Federal Education Official AKA
Leaders To Help Leave No Child
Behind------- ---------------------------------- —
ORLANDO - U.S.
Secretary of Education
Rod Paige Tuesday enlist
ed the support of the 8,500
members of the Alpha
Kappa Alpha sorority to
join his partnership to
leave no child behind.
Paige asked for the sorori
ty's support during a plena
ry session at its biannual
conference here.
"We need more doers
like each of you — taking
the initiative and making a
difference in the lives of
others," Paige said. "And
I'm proud and honored that
one of the ways you've
chosen to make a differ
ence is by partnering with
the
Department
of
Education to help meet the
president's goal for every
child to be educated, with
no child left behind. We
have a lot of work to do."
Paige noted that, since
1965, Americans have
spent trillions of state, fed
eral and local tax dollars
and still two out of three
fourth-graders can't read
proficiently; seven out of
10 inner-city and rural
fourth-graders can't read at
the most basic level; nearly
a third of college freshmen
need remedial classes
before they can handle
entry level courses; and,
America's '12th-graders
rank among the lowest in
math and science achieve
ment among their counter
parts in other industrialized
nations.
"Our new Partnership
for Academic Achievement
calls on each of you to help
reverse these troubling sta
tistics and reach out to chil
dren most in danger of
being left behind. And the
place to start is reading,"
Paige said.
The president commit
ted nearly $1 billion this
year for Reading First to
help children learn to read
at or above grade level by

third grade.
As part of the partner
ship, Paige announced that
he will host a Secretary's
Reading
Leadership
Academy for the members
of the National Council of
Negro Women (NCNW),
to help them understand
the best way to help chil
dren learn to read — and
what the research shows
about how children learn to
read — so the members of
the council can tutor chil
dren in this critical skill.
"Our reading experts
will provide training and
materials developed just
for the NCNW and its affil
iates. And they are going to
do such a good job that you
will be able to go back and
train others so that we have
more volunteer reading
tutors in communities from
coast to coast," Paige said.
Last March, Paige joined
Dorothy Height, the chair
and president emerita of
the NCNW, to announce
the new Partnership for
Academic Achievement to
close the achievement gap
between African-American
youngsters and their peers.
Over the next three
years, the partnership will
expand the reach and
impact of the best practices
of high-performing, highpoverty schools. Some of
the practices include align
ing curriculum to clear,
appropriate performance
standards; offering fre
quent feedback on chil
dren's learning; providing
incentives for teachers to
be on-board with the other
elements of reform; and
collaborating with families
and other segments of the
community to hold chil
dren to high achievement
standards.
In addition to the reading
academy, the partnership
also will seek to close the
achievement gap through
these and other activities:

• NCNW and the disadvantaged
back
Department of Education grounds will have options
will partner with other under the new law to par
African-American commu ticipate in public school
nity-based organizations to choice programs Or obtain
create persuasive messag supplemental services such
ing for both television and as tutoring. In addition,
print media.
teachers around the coun
• NCNW will convene, try will be encouraged to
for the first time in history, use teaching methods
an
African-American based upon scientific
Women's Roundtable on research that show they
"Closing the Achievement have been proven to work.
Paige kicked off his
Gap." This roundtable will
consist
of
African- tour in Albuquerque, NM,
American women of influ in April 2002 to educate
ence from the business, parents, educators, com
civic, entertainment and munity and business lead
government sectors.
ers and other stakeholders
• The partnership will about the most sweeping
demonstrate "what works" change in education policy
in the following 10 cities: in three decades — and to
Washington, DC, Oakland, ask for their help in
Chicago, Boston, Miami, strengthening our schools
New York, Cleveland, and leaving no child
Raleigh/Durham, Dallas behind. On Monday, Paige
and Memphis. NCNW visited Louisville, Ky., as
national affiliates and local part of his tour. He will be
sections will work other in Colorado later this week.
For more information
faith-based and community
organizations, churches, about the new law, please
schools, child-care centers visit www.nochildleftbeand families to raise aware hind.gov.
ness
about
academic
achievement and to con
nect children to the appro
priate services.
• The partnership will
use NCNW's unique ability
to reach families through
its network and nationally
heralded activities such as
the Black Family Reunion
Celebrations.
Under the No Child
Left Behind Act of 2001,
which President Bush
signed in January, states
and school districts will
develop strong systems of
accountability based upon
student performance. The
new law also gives states
and
school
districts
increased local control and
flexibility, removing feder
al red tape and bureaucracy
and putting decision mak
ing in the hands of those at
the local and state levels.
Parents of children from

PLEASE
»sw
EIPERBT
■W
0#
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OBITUARIES
Chapman, Jewell Preston; one
brother,
Lee
Andrews
Pease;two sisters-in-law and

ST. PETERSBURG
RITES
LONG,

five brothers-in-law; a devot
ed
play-sister,
Earlene
Jackson; sixty-five grandchil
dren, ten great grandchildren,
one step son, two Step daugh
ters, a host of godchildren,
play-children,
nieces,

MARGARET

LEE PEASE, 73, died July 1,
2002. She leaves to celebrate
her life, a devoted companion,

nephews, cousins, other rela
tives and friends. McRae

John H. Evans; eight sons,
Jimmie Lee, James Earl,
Charles Edward, Canary,
Jerry
Lee,
Corinthian,
Michael
Eugenesis
and
Kenneth Keith Atlantis Long;
her father, Arthur Lee Pease,
Sr;
six daughters-in-law;

WHITTER, THEOPOLIS
R., 70, died June 21, 2002.
Survivors include, his wife,
Betty Scott Whitter; children,
Ronnie (Gemma), Jeffrey,
Jenniffer (Zeffery) Mims,
Ruben
Stokes,
Mathew
(Ladwavna)
Gilghrest,
Maxine Booker, Lisa (Mike)
Austin, Chuck An, Judy
Whitter (Kim), Tonya (Bobie)
Amankwatia, Yulonder Scott,
Robert
(Allison)
Scott,
Robyn (Walter) Coit, Brian,
Lana (Cliff) Brathweight,

Our Father knows what’s best for us
So why should we complain
We always want the sunshine.
But He knows there must be rain
and so He tests us often with sickness
and with pain.

Funeral Home, St. Petersburg.
Barbara, Sharon, Cassandra,
Annette, JoAnn and Fatima;
seven sisters, Rutha Mae

Gillbert,

Kelly

we may gain strength to meet with

Mahoney;
mother-in-law,
Lillie B. Cotton;a host of
grandchildren, brothers and
sisters-in-law,
nieces,
nephews, and other sorrowing
family and friends. Young’s
Funeral Home, Clearwater.

DAVIS,
KEVIN
O’NEAL, 37, died June 22,
2002. To cherish his memo
ries are his parents,James and
Farry Davis; a son, James; his
companion,
Priscilla
Rushner; a grandmother,
Hester Dalton; a grandfather,
William Davis; a surrogate
sister, Michael Jackson and a
host of aunts, uncles, nieces,
nephews, cousins and friends.

courage life’s troubles, trials and sor
row, knowing there awaits us the Joy
Young’s

Funeral

Home,

"It's all taken care of
These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for - it was

of God’s tomorrow.

Clearwater.

PRAYER HELPS

She had already taken care

Not to hurt or punish us, but so that

Brown, Erma McDaniels,
Ruby L. Lovette, Princess J.
Colston, Vera Nesbitt, Betty
Humphrey

CLEARWATER
RITES

God Knows Best

at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the

Now Open To Serve
Serenity
Memorial
Funeral
Home, inc.
A Full Service Parlor

Young's
Funeral
Home

arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.
So that your funeral is fully funded and won't be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
how you can guarantee the future price at today's cost.

A Full Service Firm

Robert C. Young
Funeral Director
Since 1975
Elder Leon Lavell Thomas, Sr.
Founder/Executive Director

• Professional Staff • Casket Display
• Cremations • Urns Available

1005 Howard Street
(Comer So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)

Clearwater, FL

832 N.E. 5th Street (Hwy. 44), Crystal River

1-866-564-1408

442-2388

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727) 895-6005
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CLASSIFIED ADS...get results!
House for Rent
2405 Lamparilla Way So.
(near 22nd St. & 26th Ave. SoJ
2 Br, 1 Ba, Pam. Rm., 1 Car Gar.
Cent. A/C, W/D. Appliances, New Carpet
$700.00 Monthly (1st, Last, Security)
No Sec. 8, No Pets Call: 1-954-735-0438
Open House July 19th 10a.iu.-2p.Bi.

Medical Billing
No Experience Necessary
Full Time/Part Time
Training/Certification Provided
PC Required

Up to $65k/yr

3, 4, 5 Bedrooms For Rent
in St. Petersburg & Gulfport

(813) 244-7388
THE ELKS Lodge and
Temple, 1331 - 18th Ave. S., is
open Thurs. through Sun. from
7pm
until.
Thurs.
is
cards/games and pool night;
Fri. & Sat. is disco; live jazz
band (Earth & Soul) on Sun.

There’s A
Reason to Read
She Breklii

(800) 435-1695
ext. 613

Caring for Pinellas County,
Florida since 1977
A Unique Profession!!
Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
Accepting Applications*
RNs, LPNs
(FL License Required)
&HHA./CNAS
(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

Opening May
2002
1 BR Apartments
Rent based on
income for 62+

Click on Customer Care

LEWIS ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION, INC.

1600 54th Ave. S.
St. Petersburg
727 415-3886

2 receivers $ 19.99 or
1 receiver FREE
w/ free install. Local
channels now available.
We beat all advertised
prices. New subscribers
only. Call for details.
1-8OO-459-7357

LEGAL NOTICE
Sealed bids will be received by the City of Tampa no later than 1:30 p.m. on the

"When You Heed Quality
Craftsmanship”

indicated Bid Date(s) for the following Project(s):

All Phases Of Residential
& Commercial Work

PROJECT:

PW6722; College Hill Community Center

BID DATE: August 13, 2002

ESTIMATE: $1,460,000

DEPOSIT:

$100

SCOPE: The project provides for demolition of existing 3,345 s.f. masonry bath
house, construction of new 10,900 s.f. center; consist of masonry walls, stucco

(727) 492-8195

finish, asphalt shingles, new pool deck, minor site work. PRE-BID CONFER

Bonded & Insured

DRIVER/PACKER

ENCE: Tuesday, July 23,2002, 2:00 p.m.

CONTACT:

James E. Jackson, AIA, 813/274-8773

Local p/u & del., packing & shipping. Need clean driving
record. 40 + hrs. per week. Apply in person:

Bids will be opened in the 4th Floor Conference Room, Tampa Municipal Office

Toonari Web Dev.
Presents:

H & S Swansons’ Tool Company
9000 68th Street North
Pinellas Park, FL 33782
E.O.E. WE ARE A DRUG AND SMOKE FREE WORKPLACE

Building, 306 E. Jackson Street, Tampa, Florida 33602. Pre-Bid Conference(s)
are held at the same location.

Plans and Specifications for this work may be

examined at the Department of Public Works, 306 E. Jackson Street, 4th Floor

African American
History For
Students And
Teachers On The
Web.

FOUNTAIN HEAD APTS,
2800 - 4th STREET SOUTH
ST. PETERSBURG 33705

North, Tampa, Florida 33602.

Copies may be obtained upon payment of the

refundable deposit indicated for each set. Deposits are refunded if documents are
returned in good condition within 15 days after bid opening. Deposits should be
in the form of separate checks for each project.

Copies of Standard Contract

Forms and Provisions (a part of the Contract Documents, but not reprinted in the

The Safety Harbor Neighborhood Family Center
needs a Choral Director for its Youth Chorus that
is currently in the planning stage. This will be a
paid contract position approximately 8 hours per
week. Must be experienced in training African-American
voices. Director will be an integral part of program plan
ning and implementation. Call Keith Knowles or Hattie
Battle at 791-8255 or e-mail information to:
kknowles@shnfc.org
mm——mm^^^

OPERATION PAR
SELF-SUFFICIENCY
PROJECT
PAR provides substance abuse and mental
health services for families who receive
cash assistance or are low income fami
lies. Services are offered at no cost to
individuals and are confidential. Services
are available to adults and children.

For more information,
contact Gerald Syrkett
At 727-893-5438
Crack Cocaine Kills People and
Shatters Lives

Specifications) are available for $15.00 each (non-refundable). Mailing is avail
the City of Tampa.

Subcontracting opportunities may exist for City certified

Women/Minority Business Enterprises (W/MBE’s).

A copy of the current

W/MBE directory may be obtained at www.Tampagov.net.

www.toonari.com

NOW AVAILABLE Newly-Renovated

dkoiui. [/Siie.ato'i

able for an additional charge of $10.00 per set. Check should be made payable to

www.africanaonline.com

Phone (813) 274-

8721 for assistance.

EXECUTIUE SALES
Major New York company has an immediate
executive sales and marketing position available.

1 Bedroom/1 Bath Apts. Featuring:
New Kitchen Cabinets

CITY OF
ST. PETERSBURG
Employment Division
Office is Located at
One 4th St. N-, 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only
www.stpete.org

V New Carpeting

CALL 896-2922
OR COME IN
TODAY:
2500 M.L. KING
ST. S.
ST. PETE

Mini-Satellite Dish

$2.99 per min.
Must be 18 yrs.
Serv-U (619)648-8434

www.ahealthylife4vou.com

Applications
available at

^IRECty

1-900-226-5883
Ext. 3157

813-920-0058

^1 New Air Conditioning Units

DO YOU HAVE
SOMETHING
YOU'D LIKE TO
SELL?
WHY NOT
ADVERTISE IT IN
THE
WEEKLY CHAL
LENGER? YOU'LL
BE HAPPY TO
SEE HOW
REASONABLE
OUR RATES ARE.

MEET
YOUR
MATCH

MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE
DR. RECOMMENDED

QlljaUrttgrr!

The Hospice
OF THE FLORIDA SUNCOAST

LOSE WEIGHT
GAIN ENERGY

ATTENTION
SENIORS
Trinity House
Apts.

Section 8 Housing

Freshly Painted
V Updated Bathrooms

d Newly-tiled Kitchen/Dining Room/Baths

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

"V New Ceiling Fans
1- Br, 1-Ba, $440 a Mo./includes W/S/T
2-Br, 1-Ba, $540 a Mo./includes W/S/T
No Application Fee.
Contact Manager: SHELLEY GASTON

727-823-9089

: Seeking Two
Exceptional & Caring
I • ^INursesi^^^^

gExCeliSftf'Salary
Foffyr 74-Bed
&

WRXB RADIO STATION IS
SEEKING AN ENERGETIC, SELF
STARTER WITH A MINIMUM OF 2
YRS. SALES EXPERIENCE. COM
MISSIONED. MUST POSSESS
GOOD COMMUNICATION SKILLS
AND BE PERSONABLE. COMMIS
SION ONLY. PLEASE FAX
RESUME TO (727) 321-3025

Disc

unt Prices

The Weekly Challenger has an

hain L ink • Wood • Etc.

NO WAITING

I ®lp WetMjj HjaOtttgtr |

£ f2JtiI2J2J2f(2I2rclfi2EJt2JQfQf2J2J3Ir?IPJcJ c?Jcg2J:2Ii2f(2J2J2J2J2J2Jc2Jc5JE^^
■W’k
PICK OF THE

IIF"
Br
*

|hsa

WEEK!

F LO RIDA

2-4-9

LOTTO

20-30-40

2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Are you purchasing a home?

Subscription:
Hafl
Home Delivery

6 Months
$18
10

Annual
$30
18

Name

CA$H 3
911 557 290

|

115

I

216 309 883

Address
City

Buccaneer

Ronald D. Piccinini, CLU,
Chfc, Mony Group 3030 N. Rocky Pointe Drive Suite 800
Tampa, Florida 33607, phone 813-207-7501, fax 813-287-2247, EOE

»|VC Vinyl Fence Specialist

Unlimited Income Potential
PREFER OUTSIDE SALES EXPERIENCE

EOBDFW

Special Financing provided by

benefit package for those who qualify.

(or a prompt and confidential interview, please call orforward resume to:

For a Newspaper Advertising Sales Executive

Please apply in person to:

NO MONEY DOWN
NO CLOSING COSTS

strong communication skills. Commission and bonus plan, an excellent fringe

gales Representative

CALL (727) 822-8996 for details
or submit resume via fax to (727) 823-2568

718 22nd Avenue South, St Petersburg
(727) 894-5125 * FAX (727) 894-6839
Ask for Linda’

Must have a degree or possess a successful track record with 3-5 years sales and

Immediate Opening

,

SOUTH HERITAGE
HEALTH & REHAB CENTER

Individual will be marketing financial products and services, with the
opportunity to focus on the African-American community in the Tampa area.

State

Zip Code

Phone
Is this a renewal?___ If so, who is your carrier?_

\

MORTGAGE

1-4 1-3 5-6
4-8 5-2 7-3

1507 4th Street North
St. Petersburg, Florida 33704

Buccaneer Mortgage, Inc.

727-898-2827 • 1-888-314-8839
Ask for Leshana McIntosh
or apply online at:

Make checks payable to:

Wnkhj Ballenger

www.buccaneermortgage.com

Rates and loan programs are subjeetto change without notice.

ARIES

LEO

SAGITTARIUS

(Mar. 21- April 20) Your sensitive nature

(July 23-Aug 22) You will be in an overly

(Nov. 23 -Dec. 21) Opportunities to make

will allow others to read you well. Don't

generous mood this week. Do not yield to

advancements through good business

volunteer private,information about your-,

children or relatives when they really don't

sense are evident. Do not allow colleagues

self unless you're prepared to be talked

deserve it. Your best efforts will come

to hinder your ambitions. You can make

about behind your back. You will be

through hard work. Don't hesitate to enlist

career moves that will bring you a much

encouraged to get involved in a mopey-

the aid of friends or family if you have a

higher income. Your ability to come up

qualifications from independent public accounting firms or individuals

making venture. Although it does look

big project to finish in your domestic envi

with good solutions for problems related

interested in assisting the PCHA in conducting its annual independent audit.

promising, be careful not to overextend

ronment. Emotional upset will cause

to work will no doubt help you in getting

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
The Pinellas County Housing Authority (PCHA) requests statements of

The interested firms or individual must demonstrate their experiences and

yourself or you will lose in the long run.

minor health problems.

a promotion.

TAURUS

VIRGO

CAPRICORN

qualifications in performing an independent audit of the PCHA's Low Income

(Apr,. 21- may 21) Limitations at work

(Aug. 23 -Sept. 23) Be careful not to hurt

(Dec 22.- Jan. 20) If you want to make

might set you back. Be careful when deal

the ones you love. They will not be in the

your mark, try to get involved in projects

Public Housing and Section 8 Programs in accordance with HUD guidelines and

ing with superiors. Do your best, but don't

right frame of mind to put up with tactless

that will bring you some glory. Strength

make too many promises or you may

comments. Your creative ideas must be

will come from your ability to overtake

exhaust yourself. Look into some person
al changes. Invite friends in for a visit.

put to good use. You can ask for favors or

just about any one. You should get out and

Interested firms or individuals may obtain copy of the "Independent Audit

run your ideas by those who will be able

meet some of those clients that you only

You should look into making some physi

to support your objectives. Go after your

speak to on the phone. Trips will be favor

Services Request for Proposal Package" by mail, or in person at:

cal changes, such as new hair color dr ton

goals.

able for business as well as pleasure. You

regulations; a non-profit housing corporation; and other PCHA investments.

ing up your body.

Pinellas County Housing Authority
The Dean S. Robinson Administration Building
Attn: Angel I. Tua
11479 Ulmerton Rd., Largo, FL 33778
Visit our web site at WWW.pin-cha.org, to access this RFP.
Sealed qualifications statements and expected compensation will be received
until 4:00 PM local time on August 8, 2002 at:

Pinellas County Housing Authority
The Dean S. Robinson Administration Building
Attn: Angel I. Tua, Deputy Executive Director
11479 Ulmerton Rd., Largo, FL 33778

GEMINI

(Sept. 24 -Oct. 23) Your charisma will no

will need to finalize important deals this
week.

(May 22-June 21) You willbe able to con

doubt attract a lot of attention. Use your

AQUARIUS

tribute a great deal to organizations that

intellectual approach to get the best

(Jan. 21 -Feb. 19) New romantic partners

you join. Your communication skills will

results. You're in the mood to spend time

will evolve through group endeavors;

bring you popularity and increased self

with your lover. Try not to confront issues

however, the association may not be like

esteem. Be cautious when dealing with

until you have the strength to cope with

ly to last. Find out if they have other com

foreigners. Physical limitations are possi

the outcome. You'd better put in some

mitments. You might find that coworkers

ble if you aren't careful. Your high energy,

overtime in order to pay for the debts you

will help you through this rather hectic

may have incurred last week.

week.

CANCER
(June 22-July 22) Get motivated and fol
low up on some self-improvement resolu
tions. It might be time to shake a leg and
do a personal makeover. Try not to say the
wrong thing at the wrong time. Children
will be of major concern if yob haven’t
kept the lines of communication open.

The Pinellas County Housing Authority is an Equal Opportunity Housing Provider.

LIBRA

SCORPIO

will support your endeavors. You could
. overreact to emotional situations regard
ing your relationship.

(Oct. 24 - Nov. 22) If you're looking to do

PISCES

something worthwhile, consider volunteer

(Feb. 20-Mar. 20) Don't second guess

work, or just helping out a friend. Be care

yourself, just go to it. Your partner may

ful not to push your luck or take too much

not understand your mood swings but if

for granted when dealing on either a per

you are willing to communicate, a lot of

sonal or professional level.

grief can be avoided. Look into making
changes to your personal papers and don't
neglect those bills that have been piling
up. You may have difficulty trying to get
your mate to understand your position.

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE
COURTS
6TH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
Staff Attorney - graduation from an accredited law
school; ability to digest and communicate concepts
orally and in writing; ability to exercise honesty in
handling matters before the court. FL Bar member
ship preferred. Applicants must have word process
ing skills. Appointment not to exceed 2 yrs. Salary
$1,519 biwkly (FL Bar Member) + bnfts. Position
located in Clearwater.
Case Coordinator I - coordinates case work activi
ties of volunteers in the representation of children in
dependency cases and custody disputes. Assists in
preparation of reports and attends court hearings as
necessary. Position located in Dade City. Req. BA
and 1 yr of exp. working in social services, teaching
or working with volunteers. Salary $2,322 monthly +
bnfts.
Court Applications ONLY by July 19
Available at:
Criminal Justice Center, 14250 49th St. N., 2nd fir,
H-wing (HR Dept.), Clwr
Clearwater Courthouse, 315 Court St., Rm. 401,
Clwr.
501 Building, 501 1st Ave. N., Rm. 729 (Alt.
Dispute), St. Pete
Court Administration, Rm. 219, West Pasco Judicial
Center, 7530 Little Rd., New Port Richey
www.jud6.org
EOE AA Drug-Free Workplace. Any person with a
disability requiring a special accommodation to par
ticipate in the application process should call 727453-7164.

